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INTRODUCTION ; STATS?-IENT OF THE PR03LE;^1
At the conclusion of Vvorld liVar I, v;e had in the United
States v;hat has since -oeen labeled a "Lost Generation." ¥e
had in this country a moral climate v,'hich decidedly was not
an overnight phenomenon, \vith the 'rejection of the
"Wilsonian 14 iDoints at Versailles, the American idealist
suffered a jarring. Our peor^le gradually retreated in dis-
belief and a s-oirit of broken o"Dtimism. Broken O'ctimism
and disbelief waxed into disillusionment. This then was
the .iioral climate after the G-reat '.\'ar.
On entering the new decade, Americans exhibited a
tendency for an individualistic, untamed, rebellious spirit
that sneered at ideals. This was a decade of caprice. A
decade when -oeople laughed at convention,
3ut individuality was not new to the United States.
Economic competition had always been what we chose to call
"rugged individualism." Nevertheless, this also had been
undergoing alteration. Individualism was being substituted
with a growing concentration of cower in monopolies and
trusts. Com-oetition of individuals was "ucnuiabing to
rivalry between complex business combinations end a r^re-
vsiling attitude of distrust began to displace disillusion-
ment.
«
"a static and decentralized society,
based on agriculture and handicraft,
was a society dependent on loersonal
ties and governed by personal ethic.

2The corDOration -was almost as much a
device to solve moral as economic
problems. It gave the new imr)erson-
ality sn institutional emloodiment : a
corporation, as the saying v;ent, had
neither s body to be kicked nor a
soul to be damned. As organization
became more elaborate and compre-
hensive, it became incres singly the
instrumentality through which moral
man could indulge his natural -weak-
ness for immoral deeds. The im-
cersonality of the system, in other
words, brought out; not the best,
but the worst in the men v/ho oper-
ated it." ^
Supolanting the disillusioned "Lost Generation" we
have hsd what T. S. Eliot now terms an anxious, ""Worried
Generation." It is a distrustful generation. Here then we
see the evolution of our moral climste.
Against this broad social background, what becaxne of
our channels of information? Specifically, what ha^-nened
to the American press? ¥e know the answer. The -cress also
became a big business. And with urbanization, and financial
and technological growth of their newspapers, publishers and
editors soon found that -cersonal relationships with all
their readers was a -nhysical impossibility.
Thus in an age of distrust of bigness, we find huge
blocks of the American press automatically subject to
public sus-oicion. Despite the fact that the Dress as a
whole may argue that it is motivated in the -oublic interest,
it is, by the very nature of its size, looked ur^on as only
another impersonal giant. Being big, it is also suspected.

3rightly or wrongly, of being motivated largely by the dollar
and fulfillment of ego.
"The press, though it still fights its
inevits.ble battle with government, and
thus serves the citizen better than he
realizes, has nevertheless grown to be
an institution in its own right, and
so is ,lust 8.S remote from the individual
as is government. Instead of identifying
himself with it, therefore, the citizen
regards it as a big, -oowerful, and
remote entity, with motives and interests
that may well be entirely different from
his own. The contemporary newspaper, he
feels, represents him no more directly
than United States Steel or any other
large corporation." ^
The press is clearly faced with a "crisis in confidence
..the Toublic' s mistrust of what they read in the newspapers
and hear over the radio ha,s grown to a degree which is
alarming to the integrity and future of our function. In
the case of newspapers, this is due to a fundamental change
in the relationship between the press and the oublic in the
last 25 or 30 years.
"The newsTDaper once stood as the org:-n or the
expression of a cohesive body of opinion. There were many
more newspapers iDer capita... and ttie newspaper was the
organ of a particular segment of thinking. . .Today .. .these
representatives of cohesive fractions of public opinion
have almost entirely gone and. . .monopoly papers have come
z
into being."
_-

1Here then v.'S have the prohleni v;ith v;hich this -oaper is
dealing: the gap bstv.-een the -eo-le and the rress.
Ve hsve said that in an age of distrust of bigness,
the r;ress is autoniatically subject to sus^-Cion. However,
v/e know also th=t the ^ress is 'ot held in distrust solely
because of its bigness or the fact that soae branches of it
might be motivated solely by the dollar and fulfillment of
The '^ress in its daily actions, v.idens the s-^lit
betv;een itself and the peoole. Never v;as this :iiore clearly
demonstrated of course than in the Dev/ey-Trusian national
election. Ihe oress committed ? grave error and sh^wed as
never before that it had lost si^ht of the individusl and
the r)ublic. Our nev/s-oapers, failing to consult the -ojolic,
had arrived at their ovm conclusions and in turn had sought
to foster these conclusions on the people.
"The humiliating fact that the -cress
had been completely v/rong on the
outcome of the election could not be
laughed off. Furthermore, the blame
could not be brushed off on the
pollsters, politicos ? nd -'undits, or
even on the stucidity or slyness of
the voters. The blame, as a few to-o
editors sadly admitted in their pain-
ful soul-searching sfter election day,
lay -orimarily on the i^ress itself.
"It v;as not because So'^ of the press
(with almost four-fifths of all U.S.
readers) hsd su-o-orted the losing
candidate. 3y -.Imost tne sauie
percentage, the press had suT:ported
the Republican candidates of 1936,
IQAO, and 1944. ^Historically
,
the

5press has always been against strong
^residents like F.D.R,, mistrusting
their great Dower as a threat to
democracy.) It w . the privilege of
the Dress to suDDort whom it pleased;
but it was the duty of the rress to
find the news and reDort it correctly.
"The Dress was morally guilty on
several counts. It was guilty of
Dride: it had assumed that it knew all
the imoortsnt facts--without suf-
ficiently checking them. It was
guilty of l&ziness and wishful think-
ing: it had failed to do its own
doorjell-ringing and bush-oeating; it
had delegated its journalist s* s job to
the pollsters.
"At weeks end, many newsDapers decided,
like Uncle Toby, that they should wi^e
it UD and Sc.y no more about it. Never-
theless, the fact that the rress had so
misinterDreted events right under its
nose raised the grave Question of
whether it was doing an equally bsd job
in interDreting news in other fields
than Dolitics." ^
Performances like this only tend to deepen the Dublic'
!
mistrust rnd Dublishers and editors are becoming concerned
v.iU. zlaxjs for the bridging of the gjp between J.'^. Public
and the newsDaDers,
SDeakers today all hit UDon the same note: the Dress
must be aware of its responsibilities to the citizen r.I
the community. However, most of these same speakers often
fall to offer a.ny re -117 3onstructive steDS for the news-
take in • .<blic allegiance.

That is the purpose of this -^aper: The consideration
of those steps which can helo the newspaper b'-idge the gap
between the press and the readers.
It will be argued by some that the ga-o is an
ideological division and it cannot be bridged with
mechanical steps. I^e cannot agree with this completely.
Newspapers, being so big, face somewhat of an ideological
difficulty in thinking alike with the average citizen;
since its tremendous growth, the press has found it ex-
tremely difficult to view society' s problems from the
standpoint of the individual citizen. However, if the
newsriaiDer shoves outward tendencies of once more trying to
gain allegiance v:ith the citizen, then we believe that the
citizen will not be wholly unresponsive. Newspapers have
only to look around them today to see that other branches
of big business are paying greater attention to their
public relations and immediate community interests. It
behooves newspapers to be likewise concerned, (see aprendix
Writing this r>aper has been difficult from the start,
mostly because of the very nature of the problem outlined.
This riaper is dealing with a "gap" or -oroblem which is all
too often not even recognized. It is intangible. Dealing
in a mecha.nical fashion with an ideoloi-lcal split between
the press ^nd r'ublic--working in an area which is

7essentially an attitude-an attitude of distrust-forces this
paper to be somev.'hat different from an average thesis in a
great many respscts.
The -orohleni posed is not one with which a student
easily can come to grips. It is not a problem vhich can be
nicely outlined and then attacked with statistics or question
surveys. The problem poses a dilemma from the very
beginning: It is not a specific ^roblem which can be fully
treated in a "scholarly" fashion with a neat ar.swer being
brought forward in a conclusion to be filed away on s shelf,
It is also not a -oroblem which can be satisfied by immediate
overnight practical steps by c.ny newspa-ner.
It is a Droolem which must be attacked froj: a great
many angles and by a great many peoole from publishers to
newsboys. Answers to the problem can only bring sojie
satisfaction over a long period of time.
In dealing with the gap between the public and the
oress, the v/riter has been w^orking in a no-man' s-land. The
problem calls for -oract icality and it calls for scholr-rly
technioues and thought. Truly, the problem is worthy of a
disserta.tion and concentrated effort by a great many peoole
This naDer is only a beginning.
In a thesis, a student has to be careful of "outting
too much of himself into it--th.^.t is, too mr>ny of his own
ideas or too many of his own opinions (readers would be

skeptic;.! of these because the stuc!ent--writer can be only
some-what newly acquainted with the newspaper field and
therefore his own fresh opinions have not met with the truf
test of experience.) Y^t the -Droblem outlined must be
answered with some imagins.t ion.
In a thesis, a student should attemiot to rrove the
value of suggestions of action wherever rossible by
document? ry evidence of success, this has been done
whenever oos&ible.
In a thesis, a student hs-s to be Ccireful of not
rrettiDi- too mucVi of ^ther neorle into his thesis. Yet the
very xiature of the iDr/olem calls for att;:.ck by a j^re&t
many peorle and many times this paper has attempted to
bring together the ideas of others in rreeting the TDroblem.
To the knowledge of the wrltei-, no jt^.n^i c,^, £tc;ii& t ic &ttempt
hs s been made to meet the problem head-on. It is too big e
problem; however, it Is time that answers to the nroblem
were brought forward and correlated.
At times the name "syn-thesls" is more readily
anrilicable than "thesis."
Parts of this r;aper f&ll strictly into the re&lm of
"oublic relations. Some of the steps are not new by any
means. Some of the torics discussed ere only the s-cading
O"^ old ^:round but v.ith the definite --oorrose of re-orienting
objectives towftrd the recognition of the individual news-
paper reader.

Some ster.s offered are seemingly trivial. Not all of
these ideas are apTDlicable to every ne-wspaper of course,
ho"V\'ever-, sll of the considerations are enclosed v.ith the
hope that some may be of small usefulness In b-' idling the
gap betv/een our people and our press.
Y'e have seen our moral climate slip from disbelief, to
disillusionment, to distrust. Before the deeper fc.ll into
des"D:ir, the press must begin to lead the vay forv/ard o^t of
no-man' s-land.
1. Schlesinger, Arthur X., Jr., The Vital Center
.
Houghton ::ifflin Oomrjany, Boston, 19-^9, (Page 4)
2. Brucker, Herbert, Freedom of Information
,
The Macmillan Company, ^e^^ York, 1949, (Page 70)
3.. "Monitors Monitor", Time , Vol. LIV, Fo . 21, Page 50
Nov. 21, 1-3 49.
4. "The Press" Time
,
Vol.Lll, Ivo . 21, Page 63
Nov. 15, 1948.
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THE PUBLISHER' S C OLUIvIN AND Tfffi EDITORIAL COLUIvIN
It has often been asserted that one of the dr wx^^
powers of the columnist over the editorial writer is the
fact that readers tend to establish a definite -cersonality
more easily with the columnist. Readers know his nsme, the]
see his -oicture and over a period of time they csn feel a
greater human relationship v;ith a columnist than with the
anonymous editorial column,
PeoTole like to feel they know whom they are dealing
with sjnd usually they fix a personage in their mind more by
the nature of that -oerson' s -oersonclity than by one'
s
intellectual Dov^ers. The impersonality between the
publisher and the reader often helps engender that feeling
of mistrust to vrhich we have already referred. A
Dublisher' s column, which seeks to show the publisher more
as a human being rather than a prognosticator of great
issues of modern times, can be of great service to a news-
paper.
There is no doubt about it--people like to be taken
behind the scenes and if a newspaper attempts to give its
readers the feeling that they are getting "inside stuff"
about the ooeration of the newspaper, the people will begin
to show a- response.
The mention of a publisher' s column immediately brings
to mind the one used by Time magazine:

"If you read the publisher's letter in
Time, you '-tnow how week after weelv the
most routine -^cco.Tirlishment of a Time
correspondent is m?.de to a-orear as
significant a news feet as Stanley's
search for Livingston. This .v s not
meant as criticism of the effort tliat
ar^^ears every wee-i over Mr. Linen'
s
name, ""e are an avid reader. IVe li'^e
it. v:e tiink other reeders like it.
Our coxnplaint is not that Time does it,
but that so many nev.spapers over the
country, each v/ith as good and often
v;ith a better atory to tell, do not
do it." ^
There are other methods of taking the oublic behind
the scenes and .ruilding uv s relationship between the
newspaper and its readers:
Ed Rean, -nublic relations director of the Los Angeles
Times, is currently supplying the inside story of what
makes the Times tick in a monthly nev.sletter which he call
aDtly enough, "Keeping Up With The Times". It is being'
distributed to some 6,000 businessmen, advertisers,
advertising arency executives, and other interested reader
In the newsletter Mr. Reap tries to give the resders
the idea that Times loeoole are very human, and that they
2
exert real ingenuity and try hard to do a good job.
Publisher Dwight Young of the Dayton Journal Herald
(Dayton, Ohio) has used his "Publisher's Corner" for a
reader a^real campaign. One of the phases of the camioaign
was an invitation to readers to make suggestions for the
improvement and develo-oment of the paper. Mr. Young
offered cash awards of ^100, #75, ^50, and ':,25 for ideas.

This is only one use for the col.;iim end Mr. Young' s paper
has achieved its highest net oaid circulation figures ever
achieved.
Making the readers feel they have a voice in the news-
paper, vas a smart move by Mr. Young. V-'ithout using a
publisher' s column, another newspa-cer, The San Jose Mercury
Herald, tried to give its readers an actual voice in the
pa-oer by sending out detailed questionnaires. It received
10,155 comments in addition to the completed questionnaires.
The 37^ return is being used in a gradual change of content
4
and a re-evaluation of readers' desires.
It has already been mentioned that the anonymity of th^
editorial column tends to combs t its effectiveness. News-
papermen, including the Nieman Fellows, have occasionally
thought of having signed editorials:
"Though the general -oolicy for an
editorial might be worked out in
conference, the development of the
idea would and should be an indi-
vidual' s brain child. The Louis-
ville Courier-Journal prints the
names of editorial writers in the
masthead, and its editor, 3arry
Bingham, has talked about initialed
editorials as a -oossibility , Here,
too, newsTDapers can take a tip from
the orinions of the higher courts.
And like the courts, they might even
have majority and minority reports.^
In answer to this many newspapermen a.rgue tha.t the
editorial column would lose some of its appeal if its

writer \iere known. It is argued that the column should
speak forth somewhat like the Delphic oracle and if the
column loses its mystery it also loses some of its intrinsic
effectiveness. In rerly to this it can he seid that it is
about time the newspapers stop-oed trying to act in the
manner of the oracle. An oracle is held in some fear and
awe by its worshir^pers, and the newspapers should try to
work toward a human cuality in daily utterances. The
press will be & lot better off when the peotDle realize that
human beings like themselves, not robots, -out out the papers.
Both the editorial and the publisher' s column can
strive to build up a sense of one-ness with the readers.
The columns should stress the human factors and above all
they should co 'Vey to the readers the general idea that the
paper wants to be of service to the public. Another method
of emohasizing the service motif has been used by the Toledc
Blade. The Daper reminds its readers of the services
rendered during the year by "cublishin;; an annual rsrort as
a part of its iDublic relations -orogram.
The newspaper recapitulates its major and most
interesting accomplishments concerning its activities with
a len.:?thy summary which is divided into several sections.
It's a neat idea and reminds the readers of the editorial
positions taken and the range and multi-olicity of Slade
activity
.
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The value of adequate tyoographical display on the
editorial psge should not be underestimated. In a study of
thirty editorial pages included in the Continuinr Study of
ISTev/spaper H.ading, Robert R. Rand, a graduate student &t
the Ilcdill School of Journclism in 19^1, made some sig-
nificant findings.
He discovered that IC.l -^er cent more readers of the
papers investigated vjere attracted to the editorials using
larger, more modern headlines, ;sider columns, and lar'jer
body-tyoe than to those eia^i^loying small, one-line, label
headlines and the same body-type and coluran-v.'idth ss used
throughout the rest of the pauer. Highest reader- interest
scores, in every instance, v/ent to those nev/spapers giving
special attention to good typogra->->hical display. Rand
concluded that "editors csn do more to increase resder
interest 1;- their editorials through tyr>ogra-^hy thsn in any
6
other single vay."
The -.-possibility of initialed editorials has already
been mentioned but the use of initial letters in the body
of the editorial is another typographical device vhich can
be emr;loyed to obtain special effects. The Couriei -Journal
and the Chicago Sun use initial letters in the editorial
columns on the left-hand side of the crge. The initials
add s touch of dignity and are of sufficient size to add
color and variety to the general design. If too many

initisls sre used in several columns on the "ca2;e, hc-vever,
they get monotonous end much of their effectiveness is lost
Furthermore they should be reserved only for those articles
thet require a di .lified treatment.
The use of cartoons, small line cuts, and halftones as
aids in brightening the pag^ and increasing rec-der-intere st
need hardly be mentioned. In the Rand study it vas found
that the readership of columns em-nloying cuts v;as 5-3 per
cent higher than for those in v.'hich no illustrations vere
used.
All these devices are important for it is the editoria"
page vhich is the resl voice of the newspaper to the reader.
If the reader's inter-est in the "voice" is not stimulated,
he can never grov to recognize the neys-oaper v.-ith confideace
as his forum and leader.
1. T. S. Irvin, "Promotion'', Editor and Publisher
.
Vol. 82, No. 51, Page 32, (Dec. 10, 1^49)
2. Ibid
3. "Publisher Asks Readers'' Ideas"; Editor and
Publisher , Vol. 82, No. "age 24, (Sept. 24, 1949)
4. "Readers Quiz", Editor and Publisher , Vol. 82,
No. 40, Pp-6 ^Nov. 25, n4o)
5. ovirsky, Leon (Editor) Your NewsDaper (3y Nine
Nleman Fello^«;s, 1^45-1^46) The Macmillan Co. Nev York

6. Rand, Robert A Study of Reader interest In
Thirty Editorial Pa^es, H^anston, Illinois: The Kedill
School of Journalism, No rthv.-e stern University, (Thesis)
Page 59 (1^41)
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MAN OF THE 7.:EEK
There is a great deal being written todr-y about the
living habits of our Anierican peorle and one of the facts
noticed cuite often is the continued movement of Americans
to"ward cities until we have nov. reached the point where it
is estimated thst 12> of our total pop^lstion lives in 5
cities alone (Nev; York has 3,0CC,000 people).
People have been driver, toward cities by the necessity
of finding a Job with regular work and cojSpensation, and
our sociologists Doint out that very many of our urban
residents dimly feel a constant loneliness. City conditions
have limited human associations for many oeorle and it is
the newspaper which often becomes somewhat of a companion
for those seeking human relationships.
New^spapers, on the whole, attempt to provide their
readers with amusement, human interest and entertainment.
The newspapers however can go further and while T:-rovi:"ing
some human interest for the readers, can at the same time dc
a considerable service for their community with what can be
called the "Man of the "A'eek" idea.
Advertising circles are currently using to a great
extent the "testimonial ad." National magazines also
increase the human content of their pages with stories of
individuals who have achieved some degree of success in any
given field.

The "Man of the \veek" idee ("which is used by some
vjeel-ily T'e-oers) vould be to se^'i out one individuc-l in the
community or city e&ch vesk viio tias clone sonie thing; notable
for the city as a v.'hole or some section of the city. The
individual need not be s -ooliticisn, nor alvays a business
tycoon: the more vt.rlety In occupation of individuals
chosen, the better v^ould be accertance of the whole plan.
A r>icture of the individual v.ith a ivrite-u-D on him, exDlain-
ing his service, -v.'ould be of high value in shov^ing the
reaper's community interest.
G-iven the proper sober advance rublicity the idea coulc.
get off v;ell and- citizens could be encourar^ed to send in
weekly nominations. Placement on the editorial uage of the
picture and write- up would be recoaimended.
The "IVall Street Journal uses a variation of this idea
for its own promotion.
Each ad usually about 70 lines, carries the picture of
a business executive recently oromoted -snd the cooy below
the cut describes the advancement and states that the
individual is a regular reader of the Journal. The -oaTDer'
s
ob.^ective is to dramatize to advertisers r nd ^rosrects the
executive readershi"^ of the Journal and to show oy conti-
nuity of im-oression that those men who are advancing in
business are Journal readers. News-story timeliness is
emrhasized, with erch £d aiDrjearin^ ac soon as ^ossiole after

the announcement of the promotion.
It is understood that some iDspers also run what they
call a "Hsve you met ?" column containing a picture snd
sketch of anyone.
Personally, it is felt that the whole idea is used to
best pdvantag'5 when service to the community is recognized
and 3iven merit.
1. "V.'all Street Journal Finds Names=, Nev.'s", Editor
And Publisher
,
Vol. 82, ITo . 30, Page 12, (July 16, 194

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
G-lving the readers a feeling of imrortance is always
desirable for a nev;spaper. Carrying out the "your wish is
our command" principle gives to readers the idea that they
have some voice through the newspaper and a certain comrade-
ship can come to prevail.
In carrying out this -orinci-cle, the newspapers could
give greater attention to the "Letters to the Editor".
Occasional placement on page one of well v^ritten letters is
a laudable apr>roach. Editors should also sttemrst to answer
letters in print, especially those v^ith questions. As far
as "oossible, editors should take pains in giving com-olete
answers.
If a reader rites in and wants to know why there was
a traffic tie-up at a given intersection, the editor should
go to work and find out why more officers aren' t olaced at
the intersec-tion to keeo traffic moving more rapidly.
C.uotes should be obtained from the -cjlice chief and i^erhaps
information from the city planning board on any actions
which might relieve the situation. Efitors today too often
simply run the letters without comment, hoping the mere
publishing will hsve the desired effect.
Editors should also have some form "thank- you" replies
which the editor himself can sign for private mailing to
letter writers.
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Some newspapers have an annual "V.'rite your mayor -week"
and letters are ^Iven rirominent display.
A variation of this is the "'..liat does our to\^n need?"
week. All of these are vorth-while attemrsts in being of
service to the community and the nevjspaper rrofits v;hen
individual citizens fe.l that they truly have a chance to
gain some recognition of their feelings. Editors too often
forget that it takes some time and trouble to vrite a
letter, especially one that might be read widely, end when
a citizen makes the effort he hs s to feel cuite strongly
about something. Resultant action is Df high satisfaction.
Somev.'hat similsr to "Letters to tlie editor" is a
device carried on by Russian papers v.'hich is worthy of
consideration.
"There is another Russian -oractice
that attracts the Soviet reader.
This consists in reinforcing official
governEient news with a system of
amateur journalism on the part of
readers. Even the great Pravda
contains newsy items sent i.^ by
humble Bolsheviks in the factories
or on collective farms or in the
army. This not only me.kes for items
as readable as the letter column in
our own home-town -oapers, but stimu-
lates among readers an intenssp
loyalty toward their press."
In the Rand study it was found that "Letters to the
Editor" attracted 9.1 "oer cent more readers than the
editorials themselves.
If a standing head, "Letters to the Editor," or
1
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-
something of a similar nature, is used over the columns, it
should be of sufficient size £nd displayed in such a v;ay
that it v;ill attr-ct resders. A fei^' brief facts about the
more important letters mi^^tit v.'ell oe incorporated.
Furthermore, if an item is important enough to be run
in the column, it deserves a headline that will tell the
reader something about its contents. The editor '-.ho is
satisfied vith small, one-line, label he&dllnes throughout
8 nd no other devices to "dress u^" these lettsrs to the
editor is bypassing an oiDTDortunity to build readership on
tie editorial page.
Rand discovered in his study th-.t in ne-.-; sr)s per s using
interesting disolay on these columns, the reader- inte re st
was as much as 10 per cent higher than in those where small
headlines, regular news-column widths, and ordinary jody-
tyoe were eraoloyed.
1. 3rucke:'-, Herbert, Freedom of Information, ("Page IZl
2. Sutton, Design ^ nd Make-L'-? of the NewsiDarer,
Prentice-Hall, Inc. New York, 1-^43, (Page 418)
)

THE ¥0MA:T' S page
' Once again reference is raode to the findings of our
stc t isticians s nd it is observed that v^omen in the U.S.
ovn IQro of the wealth in the country and do Scl of the
s-pendin:-. Our vo-acn s l^o hold one se: t out of ^6 in the
U.S. Senate tnd six out of 435 in the House.
The latest figures of the I-Ie trorolitan Life Insurance
Go. show thpt ^ v'oman' s life ex-^ectancj' today is 7C.54
yer-rs to her ..u i'^;-: nd' s or jijLLi^y's 55.1c, and that ii
hoth man and -woman live to be 70 or 30, she still has a
•Drosoect of outliving him..
The im-ortance of women in our whole roliticsl snd
economic mske-ur has therefore incre, sed considerably and
as a conse'-uence our newsoarers have d .lob to do in teachir
our women the responsibilities that come with -oower. True,
she is given counsel and wisdom by advisors and trustees,
but if steps toward greater responsibility can be taken,
they should be encouraged,
li\oraen' s sections could undergo what is labeled by some
"a democre^tiz- tion. " Instead of plsylng ur to the interes
of the "high- society " few, the news-oaoer could use :rticles
of more interest to the many. This does not mean the
complete dropoing of "high society" news--a newsraper
should rr.ove with a certain bit of caution, a certain de-
emohasis would be favorable however.

Society news could o: cut dovm and a larger amount of
space should be given to v.'onen ia rvublic affairs, social
service, science etc.. Stories about le.ji."lation oT special
interest to women, stories about -women ia other countries
1
and the role they are relaying there have been advocated.
At the Detroit News the women' s section has chaxiged.
The pcttern of the section, which the Mews followed foi
almost "0 years, devoted about 70'j of the soace and entire
front-psge em'-'hasis to society items and "oictures. These
amounted to 'oersonals' about persons whose number
constituted a small percentage of this newspape 's rer.der-
ship.
The News' new women' s section has changed emphasis to
features which ars of interest to the majority of women
readers because they have to do with ha-^openings, conditions
and r}ersonal'-tie3-in-the-news which affect the average
woman's own life, her family ^nd her home.
Features are chosen which will be the most thought
TDrovoXing, entertaining, insti'-uctive or helpful to the most
people. Under the setjo as many, even more, personal items
about \\'eddings, engagements, etc., get into the paper as
under the old arrangement. Copy is simr^ly more tigiitly
2
edited, "^.'.herever rossiole it is given the news slsnt.
Paul 3chr der, m>?na7ing editor of the Toledo Blade has
'irgued for comnlet . er- si'ij of class lines and color lines

as -well. His oaper runs news of Kegroes dh its society-
page^.
^A'omen' s pages that v.ill be of interest to all. voraen,
Mr. Schrader has said, must include: Features and nev.'s on
food, but on a loca.1 level. Fashions, the latest styles,
Khers thev can be bou.';ht and their -orices. Home iu--nishini5
nevs, particularly Dietares of interesting r^- furnishing
jobs. Diet features, including menus- from the Red Cross
and local nutrition councils. Articles oci child culture,
probably syndics ted, since experts viiio vjill -write on child
psychology are not always available locally.
Cultural nev^'s has been taken out of the \\rom-n's pages
of the Blade, end *:ut into the general nevjs section with
"amazing results." Ballets, modern dance recitals and art
exhibitions in Toledo have been drawing record crowds since
the -colicy was inaugurated.
To get wider readershio for women' s r^ages, 1-lr. Schradei
suggests that the pages should not be labeled with warnings
-2
for males to keep out, such s "Of Interest to V.'omen."
1. Svirsiy, Leon (--ditor) Your Kevjs-paper, ( 3y Nine
Nieman Fellows, 1945-46) The Mscmill.-n . re-
York, 1^47
?. Far'^.er, Oeorge \>
.
, "vroraen' s Pages ^iven New Mental
::p>e-ur)," Zdit or
_
luollsher, Vol. 32, No. -^'i
Page 15. ^une 4. 11^^)

"Society "^age Covsraje", :i.dltor and "l^ ublisher
.
Vol. 82, ITo. 25, June 11, 1949, Page 14
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THE NF^S-HAMS FROi\T: PAOE STICKERS
There' s nothing that sells a reaper like a ^ood local
story and v.'ith this in mind, newspapers are ra-oidly giving
more attention to the newsboys r. nd the r^oints of delivery
or sale of the r^ar)ers to readers. The more a news-oaper ca.n
r^ull the re-^der into its psges-the more consistent "yo'^"
there is in the stories-the greater the drawing poi'jer of the
paper o' the reader, and the greater is the allexiance whict,
can grov.^ between them. With a good local story, a smart
news-hawk can bring additional sales. The newsboys should
receive some training and effort should be spent in
determining what the boys should yell.
The carrier boys-those who siTroly deliver -oapers-
should get attention too.
One paper has found it pays to have cards printed utd
for carriers, listing their names, and phone numbers, and
assuring the subscriber of good service. These are inserted
every so often in the papers, and put the carrier on his
mettle
,
Another paper found it worthwhile to have subscription
solicitation letters written in the na^^es of the various
carriers. The carriers were given a commission on all
subscriptions secured by mail rearing their signatu-es-and
thus v.'ere more interested than ever in giving good delivery
service in the hopes of getting a paid- in- advance subscriber
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Some papers offer trips to their youthful salesmen in
subscription camrjaigns.
Keer)ing good relations with the boys pays off, they
STDeak of it and a Toaper ultimately profits. This is not
the pls.ce to go into a detailed analysis of a -oaper* s
relations v.'ith its newsboys, it is only suggested that the
press remember the ooys oftentimes form the only human link
in a newspaper' s chain of relations with the reader. As
such, the newsboy is always worthy of heavy consideration.
As has been said above, there's nothing like a good
local story- the reader is more easily able to establish
self-identification. The better a newsDaper can consistently
accom-olish self-identification, the greater the allegiance
between the reader and t:ie ps.oer. Newsboys can hel-o t'le
paper in this resr)ect. Another innovation being ussd on
street sales is front nage stickers.
Stickers to Doost circulation in suburban and country
arc9s are being used effectively by the New Orleans States.
The stickers, two inches by four and printed in eye-catching
red, yellow and black, are placed on the up-oer right hand
corner in editions containing a story of strong local
interest to the community.
A letter to dealers, along with the first sticker ship-
ment, str:.ted in part: "These stickers are to be used on
street sale copies of the New Orleans States when some news
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story of local iirroortance breaks in tlie ---^'aper. "V/e are
^ilannins to' lend you a wire when this haDoens, advising you
of the nevrs story so that the sticker can be attached and
vie believe you -will agree it will help attract attention of
street sales."
An additional educational iDhase was undertaken by
having roadmen contact each dealer to explain the sticker
innovation. As for results, the idea has already proven
successful. In one Mississi-ori 'G-ulf coast community,
circulation sales \^rere dou:)led two days running by using
the sticker to attract attention to a story of great local
interest. It was a banker headline story, however, and
editions would h-'ve sola without the sticker, it was -ointec
out. It is thought that the stickers vjill be even more
effective when a front page story apoears that is not stron?
enough to be bannerlined. In such a case the sticker will
STDotli^ht the news. The system can't bs abused however and
the story spotlighted has to be UD-and-up, otherwise the
stickers will lose their value. The stickers are definitely
for only street sales and helD the big city pacers in
1
boosting suburban and country news.
1. Brandenburo;, G-eor^e A.. "Circulation', Editor and
Publisher, Vol. 32, No. 36, Prge 42, (Aug. 27, 194?
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GET THEM ¥HEN THEY'RE YOUNa
A highly important steo for a new spacer to take in
gaining the allegiance of readers is the formation of a
program aimed at develo^r^ing the reading habits at a very
early age. Over a long period of time, people can develop
a certain sense of loyalty and a good newspaper should try
to offer values for the children in school.
Some newspapers already carry "Jjnior Editorials"
written by students in public and parochial schools.
Special student rates saould be encouraged and of
course, the old newspaper sioonsored s-oelling-bee is a tried
and tested successful stunt in gaining ttie schools'
attention.
In an "if I Viere Editor" poll, t'r_e Cleveland Press
found readers were highly desirous of a regular feature
section for children of elementary school age. The paper
has inaugurated a "Pressette Department" containing -ouzzles,
games, jokes, stories and Jingles for children.
Some newspapers have the practice of obtaining birthday
dates from local schools and sending comr>limentary copies tc
children.
Knowing people love to see their name in -orint, some
papers might use a variation of the same idea and carry a
regular ha-ony birthday column. Sounds funny at first, but
it gives readers the feeling that they are part of a big
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family with the newspaper. It' s notewortliy that disc-
jockeys build-up a followin,-5 in similar public expressions
of birthday greetings.
As always, s^oonsored visits of soort stsr-s to schools
are aooreciated by the younser set as are football schedule;
in team colors to the various high schools.
"Ooen House" for children and also adults :.eveloris
mutual interests.
In Dallas, The Times Herald has engaged in a promotion
stunt that helos re-establish a family reading habit. The
promotion is directed toward newlyveds, and it reaches them
just when they take uo residence in their new home.
" series of cartoons showing six stages in a romance
culminating at the alter," r-ioorts James V. Lovell, "began
the middle of May and ran for six successive Sundays through
June in the women' s news section. The basic idea was that
no n.wly married couole could afford to establish a new
home without making the Times Herald a part of the family."
Some nev;spapers, especially those with radio interestSj
could build up a following with -children and adults through
a "talent time" program. Schools could hold contests by
grades etc. Newspapers co-ld try to get a variety of schooli
represented on each program. Pictures and stories would
follow the next day.
Newspapers can also help communities ^ro/ide play-

grounds or perhaps the newspaper might helo sur^-^ly play-
ground equipment.
An outstanding 'o'o in this resDect has been done by
the Los Angeles Times,
The Los Angeles Times 3oys' Club moved into its new
^500,000 building recently. The new building occupies a lot
122 by 196 feet in the Liricoln Heights district, formerly
one of the sore s-oots in juvenile delinquency, but one of
the best after five years of service by the original Times
Boys Club building.
Capacity is 2,000 boys, and participation in its many
athletic, handicraft and other urograms is o^en to all boys,
2
free of charge.
Nevfspapers should be wary however of attemiDting to
attract subscriptions or readers only through bonus factors.
The "oriraary aim is to build up the reading habit so that
children in turn will some day read the news columns and
editorials with a feeling of loyalty.
If a nev^spaper goes too far in give-av/ay nrograms etc.,
its essential element, the news columns and editorials might
suffer. The newspaper might find itself somewhat in the
iDOsition of the movie theatre which builds wee'^cly bonus
night to such an extreme that oeople coine to the theatre
only that one night, st-.y for the dr8.wing and then promptly
file out-each soiiiewhat disgruntled bee use someone else won.
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The primary objective is the development of the nev;spaper
reading habit.
Another idea worthy of notice was that of the Ivinston-
Salem Sunday Journal and Sentinel -which decided to let the
young people take over its book review pages.
The move was part of a policy on the part of the news-
paper to give the young people an active participation in
the writing 3f the newspaper.
The newspaper asked a dozen publishers to submit
current offerings since the Journal and Sentinel is
convinced that children kno'w best what children like to
read.
Then, in co-operation with the Vfinston- Salem public
schools, Journal staffman Pat Kelly and Sunday Editor Kal
Levy had the books distributed to the students.
They were told to read and thoroughly digest the books
and then to v^rite their opinions on them. TLie students
ranged from second gr&.ders to twelfth graders.
Some of the reviews turned out by the students sounded
like professional jobs. And the oublishers reportedly were
hapoy over the oublicity and unusual treatment given their
books. Each "^f the students was :iven a by-line with his
name, grade and school on his or her review. The' reviews
varied in length, but the nev.spapcr devoted three pages to
t'ne publishing of every one of them. Ordinarily the ^aper
s
tl
\

3
has only a single book rage on Sunday.
The Salt Lake City "Deseret Nevs" runs a regular
"School Nev.fs" column for its youthful readers. Furils of
the local schools regularly write reports on the activities
of the classroom. Half a dozen of these reports are carrie*.
in the oolUiOn and eac: is interesting for both sdults and
the children. The youthful vjriters are often £ble to
report oddities of school life which are a far cry froit the
daily routine as the following will attest:
"Two small insects have found a wan::, comfortable home
in Hawthorne School. Ilrs, Badger said Vast they must be
some kind of water spiders which can live without air, for
the bottle in which they live is sealed tight, and they h8V(
not come to the surface for air. Tbey are t&n colored, and
are about the size of a pin head. They seem to have sbout
2C tiny legs. They were discovered by Colleen V.'inslow.
She said that there was one insect, and then out of nowhere,
there were two."
Small touches like this add up and the newspaper which
gives attention to the seemingly insignificant, the thoughti
and wants of small children, shows the warm humanity of the
peo-ple who are behind the cold print.
The biggest step newspapers can tske in gaining
youthful readers who might someday look with less antipathy
st the press than their parents, should be the encouragement
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of readins in the schools.
Delbert Clark, director of educational activities for
ths Nev; York Times, in a recent speech before 5C0 teachers
stressed the imrortance of intelligent recders. He declared
that the r.. meiy for the bad ne\^;spaper did not lie in censor-
ship, but v;ith the reader. Poor newspapers exist, he said,
because tbe reader suD^orts them. If the reader v;ithdrsv;s
his surrort, "they v;ill wither away like the journalistic
weeds they are," said llr^ Clark • He urged that schools
pay more attention to the teaching of current affairs, and
he suggested that each high school in the city appoint a
specialist in current affairs to v^atch the current periodi-
cals. Thet -oerson' s job, he said, vould be two-fold: First,
to channel to the various teachers articles of srecial
interest to their classes; and second, at a general assembly
of the school to be held rDossibly once a \\'eek, to T^'ut the
4
v;orld -oicture into focus.
Suggestions similar to this can build up interest in
the press and this can be molded into a confidence in the
re spoil sible newspaper.
1. T. S. Irvin, "Promotional Prods", Edito r and
Publisher , Vol. 32, Xo. ?3, Page 33, (Aug. 6, 19^9)
2. "L. A. Times Opens -500,000 Club For Boys", Editor
and Publisher , Vol. 83, No. 5, Page 'ii9, (Feb. 4, Iocq

Bill East, "Young Peor^le Given Role In Producing
Paper", Editor and Publisher
.
Vol 82, No. 54,
Page 40, (Dec. 31, 1949)
"Quality of Press Put Up To Readers", N. Y. Times,
Vol. XCIX, No. 33,618 Page 25, (Feb. 8)

PICTURES
Picture Journalism is a major step for newsrapers to
take in the bridging of the gap betvjeen the -oress and the
people, 1\Tiat peorile cannot understand they often throw dovrr
in disgust. Photogra-ohy can help in making subject matter
more interesting and more understandable. Peaders v/ill like
the newspaper better and from this liking can grow allegiance.
Picture journalism brings self- identification to its
highest degree for readers.
In the first hundred studies of the Continuing Study
of Newspaper Reading, the average news story in newspapers
was read by 13 per cent of the men and 11 per cent of the
women. In the same papers, the average one-column picture
attracted 37 "oer cent of the men and 45 per cent of the
women readers. Three times as many men and four times as
many women read the average one-column picture as read the
average news story.
The summary of the study reports that men' s readership
of "Dictures increases in the following manner: one-column
pictures, 37 percent; two-column pictures, 4P ner cent;
three column pictures, 62 per cent, four-column rictures,
64 Toer cent,
Vvom.en' s median readershi^ was found to be higher but
to increase in the same manner: one-column nictures, 61 -oer
cent; three column Distures, 67 per cent and four column
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pictures, 73 per cent.
The one-column -Dictures may shov less reader interest
than the larger pictures because they lack action and are
not inherently as interesting as the larger pictures.
However, in view of the high average resdership on one-colun
•Dictures, the one-column picture deserves extensive use.
Picture pages, said the same report, attract readers.
On the average, 89 per cent of the men and 91 per cent of
the v,'omen readers will stop to look st the T^icture page.
This is considerably above the average for all types of
pages. The average for 3,002 pa-:,es In the first 100 studies
of the study of newspaper reading is 62 rer cent for men anc
55 "oer cent for women--27 to 36 -oercentage -DOints belov.' the
TDicture r^sge fic-ures. This is not a recommendation for
increased use of picture pages at this time. I" is true
that the picture page Kill stop more readers on the average
than any other -oage except the front page. However, it is
also true that one three -column Dicture by itself V7ill stop
two- thirds of the readers.
Robert E. G-irvin, as chief of Life mag^'Zine's X. Y.
1 nev.'S bure&Ujhas this to say on picture journalism, not just
pictures or picture pages, but picture journalism-- v: hat we
feel is closer to what news-oapers need in winnin: surTDort:
"As for social documentation, the
newspapers of America siiarly haizan't
done it in r)ictures, with rare exceptions.
n
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The basic reason is that editors do
not conceive of pictures as a separate
medium v/hich can tell a story by itself
v.ith the aid of very little text interiDre-
tstion.
"Anyone contemTDle ting -nicture ^lournalism
as s cereer thinks of magazines such -s.s
Life and Look, of Sunday roto sections,
or of picture books. This need not ^e
so. The effectiveness of pictures as a
story telling medium has been proved and
it remains only for picture minded men,
aftei' study snd experimentation, to ^vrlj
the medium to the daily ne-ws-caper .
'
Editorial campaigning viith Pictures is surely a ootent
device for the press and it is difficult to understand "why
\:e don't see more of it.
There are, to be sure, numerous instances in vihich
r-hoto- journalism sustains an editori&l campaign in behalf of
lebor, r-fce equality, anc- other causes. The St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, to cite one example, believed that a Missouri
Valley authority like TVA would be a good thing. In a
series of -nictures shoving the benefits of ~VA it sought to
sell the idea at hoiAe . On other occasions the Fost-Ci spate!:
ran a series on the smoke evil and the rat menace in St.
Louis.
Editorial, crusading, propagandizing puotographs .re
not new. They h?^Vc been used for many years. The camera,
says Fran"' Luther Mott, dea.n of the School of Journalism at
Missouri, "has a devastating effectiveness in portraying
evils. It is the best crusader of our times. Think of
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any sbuse-- social, economic, political-- and sound and
honest -Dictures which will bring the evils to our eyes
sug3;est themselves' immediately."
As has been mentioned above, whenever anyone thinks ol
picture Journalism they almost immedistely think of Life
magazine. A study of Life's technique is slv;ays recom-
mended for newspapermen. 3otb Life and Time attempt to
cstch subjects in action and they get peorle into all thiii
photographs
.
Background is vsried end interesting. One of
Life's biggest lobs was its mid-century review edition.
The magazine had the following to say about its -crerarR tior s
and we z^t some small insight into the techni'ue of -oicture
j ourn&li sm
:
^An editorial task. force was set to
work on the biggest picture hunt ever
undertaken. Headed by Editor Phil
V/ooton and Researcher Huth Adams, it
enlisted the aid of our news bureaus
and corre S"Dondent s throughout the
country. A tyoical assignment was
given by Managing Editor Ed ThomiDson
last July; '"l^lease insert a want-ad
in daily and weekly newspapers in your
area for snapshots showing family life
from 1900 to the -ore sent. V.'hen you
look through the albums you receive,
keer) your eyes peeled for interiors
which show what the kitchen, bathroom
and living room, etc., looked like.
In the backgrounds of such Picture
s
you may find wall telerhones , Pliono
graph horns, c lav. - foot batlit ub
s
,
ga
s
l amps converted _t o electricity and
other things which have chr,:nged rnd
improved tiie life jf the people in
this country. Don' t overloo.^ the

human stor-y of an interesting member
of the family; for example, a man
born in 1900 grev; utd with the century.
V'atch for. pictures of hov; "peorle
-mused themselves (picnics, hay rides,
ice s'-ating on the rond, bicycling,
etc.). In addition to the family
record outlined aiove, fijnd out v;hether
there are local photographers v:ho h';Ve
been Dhotograrhing their tov,'ns and
neighbors for the past 50 years. Such
a photographer might be a gold mine for
a Dossible 'growth of a town' story '.'^
1. Advertising Research Foundation, The
Gont inuinr, Study of NewsTpa-oer Reading , 100
Study Summary, V. . Y. 1^46 (Page 5?)
2. 3-irvin, -^obert E., "Photography ss Social
Documentation", Journglism T.uarterly
,
Vol.24,
¥.0. 3, ^ag€ 208,- (SeT^t. 1?47)
3. Edom, Clifton G., "Photo-Propagan-.a : The History
of its Development", Journall sm l":uarterly ,
Vol. 24, No. 3, Page 221 (Ser^t. 194?)
4. Heiskell, Andrew, "About Next "iveek' s Issue of
Life", Life, Vol.27, No. 25, Page 24,
(Dec. 25, 1949)

SET^ SAT I O::ALI S:-. - G RB'IS
CriticisHiS of the oress are many and. varied. There
are those v;ho clgim"(l): that nevisraoers ar, not read v;ith
an}^ thing aToriroaching thoroui^hne ss by the "l-Ian in the Street '
Simplification of nevs writing, vith emphasis on human
interest, readability formulas and narrative technique, is
called for in order to make the nevvsraper more readable.
Other critics assert (2): tiv^.t the -cress is alreadv
too simple and, it is seid, there is often too much of the
novel and the lov.'-denominr- tor s of taste in c^i- :.£v. srapers.
Sex, vulgarity end crime are characterizations of the
modern rress, say the -oundlts.
Critics slso dsclere (3): that a ne\< tyre : " -'Iting,
"interpretative rt'-orting, " must begin to replace the old
oblective style rfcortin*: in order to help the readers
gain some loers^ective of the nev:s. Understandabi lity of
the nevs is stressed.
Eacli of these criticisms v;ill be dealt v.'ith serarately
in this -^•oer. In many ways there is tn overlars-p " n- "-he
critici-Ems
.
First^ the second of the above criticisms vill be dealt
v;ith es it is felt this can be mor- essily ^srtitioned and
out in another category. This criticism has more to do wit i
emphasis, while the remaining, (1) and (3), have more to do
with writin^r techni'-'ue .

There is some lust-ification for each of these
criticisms £.nd erasure is necessary if the oress is to
ultimately gain the trust and res-oect of the TDeoole.
As has elrea.dy been said elsewhere, there is nothing
that sells like a ;:ood local story. Knowing this, nevis-
parjers usually go all out when a local crime is com.nitted.
The newsTDa-oer is motivated by sever£;.l instincts. It v.'ants
to sell copies snd it 'mows self-identification by the
re&der is at a high level on a locrl yarn. Readers get a
vicarious thrill from the story and the newspaper writers
can do a j^ood lob on such a story because the facts to be
told arc relatively simnle. Highly difficult and eostract
theory is usually absent from the crime story. All these
factors combine and a perusal of the -capers, by an objective
onlooker at a late: date, vjhen the emotional fever has died
down, makes the -cress look ludicrous. The smear of
"sensationalisra" Is hended down. Thus we have the followins
from the Com-^ission on Freedom of the Press:
"The news is twisted by emphasis on
the novel rnd the sensational. Too
much of the regular output consists
of a succession of stories and
images that has no relation to the
tyoical lives of real r^eo-ole snyvhere.
The result is meaninglessness, flatness,
distortion end -Dernetuat ion of nis-
understsnding. The citizen is not
sun->^li£d with the information and
discussion he needs to discharge his
responsibilities to the community."-^

Editors ere not unaware of the rrobleTn. Jenkin Lloyd
Jones, editor of the Tulse. Tri'oune, asks "if we havi not
re&ched the point where we must consider the -Dossi'ole
effects of panic in our nation." He points out that the
traditional c&lmness of ojr people is bee-inning to be
shaken and that a lot of us "are starting to paw the ground
and roll our eyes like frightened horses at the smell of
smoke from the haymow.
Sensationalism is often the result of reporters trying
to simplify the news for the readers. Exaggeretion and
frivolity bring about complete erningle ssness. Knowing
Deo-nle like to read about peorle, re-oorters simplify all
debates into name calling between personalities.
Pobert A Taft has voiced his disapproval of the press
and has said that he does "not find that the press presents
a very reliable picture of the character of inlividual
public men." He ad"s that our nation has become so large
and complex that people hsve adopted the easy method of
following slogans. Men are classified into radicals,
conservatives, liberals or -rogre e? sive s . They are T-resentec
as the tools of labor or big ousiness."^
Attempts at simplif ic& tion of the news by riving it
the "sports touch" to s certain extent is commendable but
rove'-nment has become interesting to editors and reporters
in direct ratio to the smount of violence and conflict

involved
.
Another editor, Vincent S. Jones, has s-oo\ien in agree-
ment v.'ith I4r. Taft:
'A senator v.'ho calls another senator
£. lot of rough n&mes gets more s-cEce
than the legislator v.'ho comes forward
vith a constructive pro-^ram. Simile.rly,
strides are considered more nev;sv;orthy
than labor-management contracts v'hich
reveal real statesmanship in human
relations. In one sense that old
'srorts desk' treatment is sound.
That' s 'oe cause it makes an attempt
to translate hi^ subjects into terms
of people. But it doesn't ;X0 far
enough. And in ^lost cases it leads
to distortion." "
The TDress' sensationalism Kith crime is perhaps the
focal -coint dT all criticism. C-enerally, it is thought thai
the constant repetition of crime stories in the Dress can
affect some highly suggestible iDersons, among vhom are many
young TDeo"olc, to commit similar crimes; or it may create an
indifference to law and order through the constant
reiteration and exaggeration of the details of the crimes.
Barnes and Teeters assert that "stable i^eor-le, juveniles
and r-lults alilie, v:ill be little affected by what they read.
The unstable and many Df the socially maladjusted may be
somewhat affected, and it is from this sug;restible and ab-
norriicl grou-o that most of -^rlinquents come."
Of course the ress has defended itself. Leo C. Roster
has explained that the technique of newspaper writing

necessitates over statement. GomT^etition, in journalism,
ties been raised from the plane of speee in transmission to
the claxio of originality in interpretation. Thi::
titioa, lie asserts, "concentrated ucon the interpretation
of a common body of subject matter, lolaces a premium upon
soectacul^r judgment and bold ' an,_;l - •
'
Among those making sugs^stlons to the press on the
handling of crime news has been the FBI. Louis 3. Nichols,
assistant director of the FBI, in - t':^.li before SO members
of the Nev York State Society of llewspaper Editors declared
that an FBI formula for handling sex crime nev.'S v;ould shi^lc
the victim' s identity and turn the srjotlight on th^ offender
rather than on the lurid det-iils of the offense, '.'ho Is hel
'•-'her- did he come from? How many crimes has he committed?
Vihat was done in each esse? Those are the ouestions the
press should ask said l^lr. Nichols. The preventive work
accomplished by the V<'ashington Star drew oraise from the
spea'ier
.
Mr. ITichols ad/ised u daily oj.. s.jr- of all crime in
the community, accompanied by constant follow-uo stories on
what officials are aoing. This should keep the community
more alert. "Check on what Led the man to do what he 1^. ir
tiie first instance," i.Ir. Kichols ur:-;ed. "lo into the facts
and ask why."
"..hile the oress hac admitted its guilt, some of its

defenders maintain that the press does not use a hi -her
percentase of sex and crime news in relation to other nev.'s.
The chief suilt, it is admitted, has been the emohasis, the
placement of stories, by the oress. The play given this
nei.'s is often out of nro^ortion. (See ap-oendix 3)
Before the press can capture the confidence of the
peoT^le it must be.^in to treat crime more objectively by
printinrc only the facts and "olacing them in their proper
perspective in the news columns. Crime can be treated in
the editorial columns, and v.hen the press begins to add the
"v;hy" to the crime stories, then a rs.-^.l service v:ill be done
for society. Digging under the surface events and bringing
to -cublic light,- the reasons for crimes can help the oeople
and alsD create healthy respect for the ^ress. Mounting
sensationalism can deeoen "oublic mistrust.
1. "Freedom for ".'hat" (An cbstr^;ct of the r-port
of the Commission on Freedom of the Press,
University of Chicago Press), Nieman Reports
.
Vol. 1, No. 2, Page 5 (Aoril 1-^47)
2. Jones, Jenhin Lloyd, "Histj rians or Jitter-
bugs ?", ITieman Reports, Vol. 3, No. 1,
Page 5, (Jan. 19^?)
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3. Taft, Robert A., "Does the Press do Pdght by
the Politician?", '.'ieinan ReTports, Vol.2, Mo. 2,
Page 6, (April 1-43)
4. Jones, Vincent S., "Bold Experimentation
Needed to Improve Nev:spaper Content",
Journalism Quarterly, Vol, 25, i-^o . 1, Fa^e 21,
(I-Iarch 19^'^)
5. -Barnes Teeters, New Horizon s in Griminolo~y,
Prent ice-?Iall, Inc. ( Sixth Printins) , I! . Y.
Page 231
6. Hosten, Leo G ., l.'ashing^ton C orrespondent s,
Harcourt Brace Company, K. Y. 19b7, 25-
7. FBI Sex Crime Advice"* Publisher,
Vol. 33, No. 5, Page 12, (Feb. 4, 1950)
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HmiAIT INTEREST AND READABILITY IN NE\'[S STORIES
It has 'oeen said that other criticisms of the r^ress
point out that the news is not readable and is not Under-
standable, lo a degree there is considerable overla^pDing
here and if one fault is corrected it helps correct the
other. If news stories are made more readable there v;ill
be more understanding of the news. Understanding will not
be comnlete however, and that is why it is -oreferable to
divide the two criticisms and deal with each individually.
First readability and the place of human interest in the
news story shall be treated and in another section inter-
pretative reporting will be taken utd. Both however go hand
in hand in making for understandability and -oth together
can be of the utmost aid in gaining Dublic allegiance for
the press.
People are interested in people and it has been already
asserted that one of the inate vslues o^: the coljmnist and
sports writer is that the reader is able to easily
distinguish the personality of the writer. The columnist,
particularly the gossir) columnist of course, usually deals
with people and personalities.
Newspapermen do not nesd to be told the values of the
human Interest story. Usually the;- recognized it as that
oicce of nevs which in and of itself is not i.ii-oortant, but
which riven a certain type of treatment by wr".ter, can be

of high interest to readers. The humsn interest writer use
some of the tools of the fiction '^n-'' nprr^tive writer. He
; iiLS at some of the universal emotions of peo -le in an
attempt to draw readers further into his story. The featur
story writer ususlly de-Is with a different ty^^e of subject
than does the human interest v/riter. His material has more
fundamental news value and he usually doesn't r)lay on the
emotions to the same degree as does the human interest
writer, A great deal is oeing said todty in favor of
incorrorating the human interest ap-oeal and feature style
story into the nev:s columns,
"a hard core of nev.-spapermeji, be-
lieving in the values of their
crsft, are giving renewed thought
to the -Drobleras which must be
solved if our r^resent ideal of news
is to be saved. They are seeking
solutions which demand a new kind
of inter-cretive writing, divorced
both from the moralizing of the
editorial page and from the
gossiping of the columnists.
Their aim is a newspaper written in
the language of the sverage reader,
with background folded into the ne^^'s
account itself, with full use of
human intere st--not to pander to the
reader- -but to coax the reader to
the news lie needs to knovj." ^
\'ihen a newspaper, in its nevs columns, consistently
heightens the self-identification of the reader with all
tyoes of nev.'s, it is only natural that the oaper should,
over a period of time, gain a grip on the reader. Prof.
Ellard has said^ "A test of good reporting is— Does it take
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the reader to the scene, rnaks him see the nevjs, hear it,
smell it, feel it, and believe it?" '.'."hen a 'levsm.^er can dc
this, there is an allegiance vjhich can come about betv^een
the reader and the oaner. ^j8.y to day self- identification
dispels distrust.
A good reiDorter usin^ human interest and the narrative
techniques (see apioendix Z) can ;iv5 the reader the feeling
that it is "the story behind the story" vhich is being
presented and the newspaper v.'ill alvjays gain when readers
begin to recognize that the news c-n be interesting and can
be understood.
The mention of readability, human interest and feature
style stories almost automatically brings to aind 'Vilbur
Schramm and Rudolf Flesch. Certainly their studies
conclusively bring out the readers' desire for a change in
the writing of news. And remember- -the reader' s wish is
alniost always our command if we're to close the gap.
The re-orts of Schramm and Flesch hardly need our
repetition 'see appendix D-1,2) but Schramm has pointed out
that the feature style story seems to hold readers better
than a straight news tyne of story. Flesch calls the
tyr)ical news lead a "Civil V.'ar relic." Psychologically this
lead csn never encourage the reader to go through t''^ - hole
story because it "s-^ills the beans."

Newspapers that follov; tlie recommendations of Schramm
and FlescLi cen be of great serTice to their readers and
ultimately these same nevjspa-oers v;ill find that they have
done themselves a 5reat service.
1. ?inl?:erton, vvilliam I-i
.
, "vrho Should Interpret Tue
Nevjs?", Nieman Reports , Vol. 2, Ko . 1, "Page 15
(Jan. 1943)
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IITTERPRSTATI^TE REPORTING
It has been asserted that greater readability v.ith the
feature style story and the techniques of human interest
can do much for any nev.'spaper. Internre tat ive reoorting
comes hand in hand v;ith the advocated form of v/riting,
and internretat ive re-oorting is the greatest service any
nev/spaper can now give to its readers. V.'hile it is the inos1
commendable ster for a newspaper, it is also a step v/hich
can be the eventual downfall of any paper.
As every nev.'SToaperjan knows, one of the very basic rule
of the game is the separation of nev.'s and editorial or>inion,
A newspaper may express opinions of its ov;n but these shoulc
be keDt v/here they are recognized & s opinion, and any nevr -
oaper which mixes news siid opinion is abusing the pujlic.
And yet the com-olexity of modern living has been
demanding aiore and more ex-clanation of the news. The 5-v
style news lerd story, with its hurried jabbing of facts at
the reader-j has had the tendency, to carry out an analogy,
of leaving the reader "punchy" snd uncomprehendin;:.
Editorials £ re deemed insufficient to comment on all the
news in a paper i.nd therefore the Dress has been confronted
with two probleras--one mechrnic?! ^ nd one aioral. The
meclianical -oroblem of writing s nev.^to-y in a different
style has already been discussed in this oaper. Many
i
newspapers of course, have been able to change their style
s

of writing with sufficient ease.
The niors-l nroblem, however, is difficult. The news-
papers have heen faced with the paradox of explaining the
news and yet witholding ODinion. This has brought about
"interpretative reporting." This reporting attempts to
give some pers-oective to the news; it attemiDts to tell the
story from the beginning to the end without bringing
opinion into the story. Instead of ,1-bbing the reader
until he becomes -ounchy, this reporting tries to give him
the Picture of the whole swing of events so that the resder
can act with more understanding end intelligence. The
interpretative reporter is distinguished from the editor
by t'f^e fact that he only explains the news, and does not
draw moral ludginents by declarin^^he right s-and-wrongs of
events.
An approach to interpretative reporting is the news
summary which h s been developed on some newspapers as an
attempt to explain the news of the week in the Sunday
reviews.
One of the indictments against interpre tc tive report in,
claims that in theory the idea sounds wonderful but that in
practice it doesn't -.:ork o^-t so well.
T-'eeting the deadline already puts heavy demands on the
reporter, It is asserted, and he c?nnot do the research vjorl
sometimes necessary for interpretative reporting. Replies
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to this assertion generally make mention of the need for
st)ecialists to do reporting in only one field or allied
fields of newspaper coverage. Critics then usually cuestioij
the ability of "experts" v;ho mi^ht nake mistakes. Rebuttals
sdmit the ex-cert might occasionally misintenore t, but never-]
theless it is felt that his stories will do more for
explanation of the news than the hurried edito:^ials nroduce4
v:ithout full UL-iderstandin.3. .Editors simply c&n^:ot 'ceer: u---
with the varied news of modern living. (see ap':^endix Z )
Usually v^hen a discussion of interpretative r-coorting
arises, "Time" magazine is acclaimed as the forerunner and
most eminent -oractitioner. It cannot be agreed that "Time'
fills the bill. "Time" does a big job, it is readable,
understandable and it has magnificent tea:nv;ork among
editors, writers and researchers. The fault with "Time" is
a moral fault. "Time", we feel, is prejudiced and it lets
its opinions into the nevvscolumns . Reading "Time", one oft^jn
has trouble discerning facts from opinion. S'-:eaking of
itself, the mf.gazine has been somewhat guarded about
pre ' jdice s
.
In reioly to com-olaints on the r:icture of Frank Costellc
N. Y. gambler, on the ^'Tov. 23, 1^4^ cover, "Time" referred
to its answer to complaints on the oicture of Al Gar;one in
1?3C:

Said Time, April 7, 1930:
"If it is considered an ^.onor to be
pictured on Time' s cover, Time is
glad that is so. But in selecting
national figures for its cover.
Time does not Dresume to be 'honoring'
those figures. If they are out-
standing nationally or inter-
nationally, that is... to their own
and to society's credit... rt is Time'
s
busine
s
s to report things- as- the y- are . .Ed.
"
But-on January 2, 1950, "Time" re-printed its prospectus
with which the founders launched the newsmagazine. In it
can be seen the admittance that "the editors recognize thet
complete neutrality on public ouestioas and important news
is TDrobably as undesirable as it is imDOSsibie, and 8.re
therefore ready to aclcnowledge certain pre .^jdic e s which may
in varying measure predetermine their opinions on the news."
The statement goes on to say the "magazine is one of
nev.'s, not argument," but we are able to catch a small
insight into the rationalization of which the magazine is
capable. However, this writer is not alone in condemnation.
John Crider, Editor of the Boston Herald^ is among those
finding fault:
"'.•rhat worries me is that most of the
professional critic; of the Dress
reclaimed the newsraper FIc, v.'hich
usually -oresented views with which
they agreed, but strongly denounced
the Chicago Tribune, which presented
views they regarded as bad. Ky own
ooinion is that neither of these
Dublications were newspapers, any more
than Time is a newsmagazine. They all

three rer-r-
-
,
'
• s v,.v.^
is to oie t it si. . in
the current American T:res£. These pjh-
licstijns & re siuch mDre - - - - - - '
^>ortrs vlr.^; cur-rent dev. . 3>
or xhite, tl-xan with s-n oojective i^resen-
tetion of the newz,. ' - 7in£ the res^ier
to form his ovn . .t£.~' This is,
like Hitler and Stalin, not to trust
the -cSollc iind. This is the ro&d to
tho:.£ht cor^trol.'' ^
This -oaper he s seid that interprets ti~e r-
-
ce of ^reat public ser-zice. Continued service 07 the T^r-es
vrill vin the loyslty of the ueorle. Moral rationalizatiorr
hov;ever, can brin^; -1. Ir. - - disas^e:- -rhen re 20 nizel.
Opinion must not creep Inio the nev-s colunme; disregard of
this moral obligation might sonieday lead to rublic action,
5. s Leo Rosten he 5 ^ointed out:
s>ertical of .s of its ne-».s,
and which has "ceen £:i"en evidence of
^ falsifications p: "is
spapers, izaj he r. . ^ . ...e
oratory of those '«.ho asVi for the r;over
'
-
• ^
're-o-e* those
.
-
. - _ - . -..s is a dsn^er
which fe Ushers seez. to recognize,
thi :i
' » _ - -
-

DEFARTMEl^ITALIZATION A^D SPBCIALTZATION
FolloTNing close upon the heels of interpretative
reporting, department&lization of a newspaper with speciali-
zation for reporters is recommended.
Departments lization of a newspaper can help the reader
Vhen all the news in a given field is rlaced in the same
sectiorj of a Deper, the reader can tie It togettier with
somewhat more perspective. An overnight mechanical change
is not being recom;nended, and there should he some c&ution
before changing the traditional front-page format with its
varied array. However, in the remainder of the paper there
should be an attempt to form sections for science, labor,
business, national affairSjetc. There is nothing new about
this and of co'-^rse it has been given some attention:
"It seems to me that a daily newsTDauer
could give much better and more extensive
coverage and at the same time enable
readers to ruickly find those items in
which they were most interested by
eliminating headlines and 'lassifying
news. The ^'advantages are obvious: (1)
Much more news could be r:'Ut in the oaoer;
(2) Much less work for copy desks: (3)
Mucli less work for com osing room head-
letter machines: (4) Faster copy flow to
composing room straight matter machines.
The disadvantages are ecually obvious:
(1) Too much greyness in Daper; (2) More
"makeover" pages from one edition to the
next to keeri news correctly departmentalized;
(3) A ma-ieuTO which readers were:'t used to
and would probably resent." ^
For intei-pretative re-corting newspaDers need

scecielists. Kov/ever some ob.^ections have been offered by
the -^resE. Some nevspaperc lust can't afford specialists.
Because of this a half-v.-ay msasure is readily available.
For e xam^le--busine ss writing is in need of sreci' li-
z tion, but if a var^er cannot see its ^vay clearly to the us€
of SDeci'.list s, then the paper can take a recommendation of
J. X. Lasser, a certified public accountant v.hose simplifiec
tax -uide "Your Income Tax" has sold over ten million
coDisE. In his book Lasser uses "yoj" instead of "tax-
payer." That's only one of his many secrets, but he things
the same personalized approach should be applied to the
financial pages of a nevspaper also. "Most people," says
Lasser, "don't read the financial oage . Yet a beautiful
Job could be done on vhat the events of the day mean in
relation to the reader's dollar. -n a comrr.unity level.
It' 3 strictly a reporting ^oh. Instead of vrriting a story
about a business event itself, the reporter should "uestion
sounf. business men on vjhat the event v.'ill mean to the
avci'a.i;j,e i'6 .'-..^c r
.
Science is another field vhlch is just besinning to be
cultivated in the newspapers. Heretofore the press has done
8 poor .^ob on science nev.-s because the papers lacked trainee
men in science. Some papers still feel that they should nol
have a science specialist because "v;hat an ordinary reportei
does not understand, readers vould not understand, either."

The 3ritish press has proven this theory to be erroneous,
principally because some of their greatest scientists have
gone in for Dopular writing.-^
Charts, photographs and cartoons are a great help in
illustrating science nev/s.
Another oblection to specialists sometimes asks about
the place of an editor vith a staff of specialists under
him. Under these circumstances, the editor truly becomes
h
more of a "Gatekeeper". Kis function of sifting through
the nev's end supplying readers with "what is truly imt)ortant
is strikingly emphasized, (see apoendix F)
In advocating departmentalization it has been said thai
•we would hesitate to change the traditional front page riiake-|
up; vjiiile vje xvould hesitate to change the "show-v.indov;"
front page, vie would change the theory v;hich lies behind
the make-up of the front page, ^^arlier in this paper it
was asserted that one of the sins of the press is its
sensationalism and frequent use of huge headlines. A
change in the theory of front page make-up would work
against this f • ult of the ^^ress.
Generally speaking, the imrortance of a news story is
judged by its relationshit) to the rest of the news of a
given day. Thus a story which might be worthy of page 40
on a "heavy" day could -oresumably hit p?.ge 1 on a real light
day. This theory of news placement operates toward the

confusion of the reader especially "when big black headlines
are alvays carried on page 1. If a n€v;s story Vv'ould be
looked at v;ith some real perspective by the editors as a
small part of the nevjs stream v;hich flo\\;s day after dey,
then more sober tre&tment v.'ould be extended to our given
story on the light day ( see at)-oendi x G) . The operation of
our proposed theory becomes more vivid vhen applied to a
weel^ly nevjsmage.zine such es "Time". Under its present set-
up where its cover figure is selected in relation to the
rest of the ne-v^s of that particular week, "we are treated
to the curious spectecle of movie moppet Elizabeth Teylor,
gambler Frank Costello, hotelman Hilton and Arthur Godfrey
keeping company with Albert Schweitzer, Winston Churchill,
Einstein, T. S. Eliot and Stalin. A theory of news which
allows this strange mixture has something called "per-
spective " lacking. On a light week we would rather see
"Time" give its cover to an institution of some lasting
significance rather than feel it has to Dush forward a
personality (the clever cover of I^IT' s robot Mark III stays
VJithin our proposed theory).
1. Parham, Joe, "Newspaper of Future hs.s
Dull Appearance", Editor and Publi sher
.
Vol.32
No. ?6, Page 3, (Au.x. 27, 19^9)

2. "Humanize Tax Stories", Editor ci Publisher
i
Vol 32, No. 6 Page 13 (Feb. 5, 1949)
3. "Soine thing Celled Fission" (An Appraisal 3y
The Nieman Fellows of l?45--^6), Nieman Report^
Vol.l, ITo.2, Page 11, (April, 19^7)
4. White, Dr. David I-I., " The :>ate^ieeT3er Co ncert"
Unoublished Manuscript

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
It has already been indicated that it is necessary for
a newspaper to keep a'ware of the Dublic' s feelings. As
often as possible, a newspaper should make its readers feel
it is anxious to be aware of their sentiments. Question-
naires invitin{5 criticism should be sent out to readers
periodically. Despite the results of the public opinion
polls in the Dev.'ey- Truman campaign, the polls are still a
valuable device for measuring opinion. V.hen a newspaper-
conducts such a roll, it is furthermore show^in^ its readers
that it regards their opinions as worthy of notice.
Newspapers should exercise some caution_^ however, in
taking a ooll, and whenever Tossible those well acquainted
with the technic ue should be employed. National public
opinion institutions are regularly doing work in the field
v;lth trained staffs and it is advlsaile for newspapers to
subscribe to the services.
Newspapermen inclined to scoff at scientific measure-
ments of public opinion should bear in mind some of the
findings put forward in Hadley Cantril' s book:
1, 'iVhat we 'inov/ to date of the telegraphic poll and
the use of small samples in general indicates that for a
quick, inexpensive, and sunerficial sounding to get the
drift of public opinion, the use of a small sample is
surprisingly reliabl-
,
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2. Small sarivole s -were validated against three electio, is
(a county, a state, and a national election) vjith an
average error of les:; than five vter cent.
3. Small saiQi-^le s viere also validated against the
regular national samoles of polling organizations with an
average error of less than five per cent,
4. The results re-oorted here should not, nowever,
lead anyone to the conclusion that small samples are an
adecuate substitute for the regular national samples used
by polling organizations.
Some of their dangers and restrictions are:
a. No cautious inve sti;]^ator-no matter how many
accurate small samples he took--would feel safe or justifiec,
in reporting his results without rigid qualifications.
Wherever he wanted a reliable gauge of opinion--whether to
predict an election, discover infomation for a commercial
client, form final Policy, chart trends, or gather precise
information for any theoretical reason--he would insist on
the usual more adecuate sampling.
b. Small samples are highly unlikely to r~ pre sent
opinion faithfully unless opinion is fairly uniform through-
out an area and within different interest groups 8.nd unless
such differences are alre:.dy fairly well '.mown and can be
adju::.ted for in constructing the saiuple. They have little
chance of predicting unexpected or unexplored differences
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and changes of ODinlon v/ithin a oor/ulation ^roup vhich, if
not f? c commodate d in the samiole, may radically alter the
over-all result.
c. Small samples allov; no -nossibili ty of reliable
breakdowns or other detailed analysis.
The Nev? 3runs^vick (N. J.) Daily Home Nevjs, viorking
with Br. jeorge G-allup and staff members of the American
Institute of Puolic O-oinion, created a referendum
situation in which important T^ublic issues we-'-e first
discussed editorially and then submitted to the entire
population to be voted u-oon; the comm^^nity was brou ght to
a hi^h level of interest in ^u':.lic affrsirs end the people
were made to feel that their opinions counted.
Dr. G-allut) ?nd the editors of the Daily Home News -out
the problem thus: "Would the average reader 3e interested
in being informed if he were con/inced that somebody really
cared about what he thinks'.'"
Interest in the "Experiment in Democracy" spread to
Rutgers University and the idea intrigued the press of the
nation. Editor and Publisher looked in on the ex-oeriment
as early as the first week, reporting it with polite
caution, but throwing in one of those keep-an-eye-on- it
editorials. The wire services were inclined to treat the
idea as another G-allup product until the boss of the poll
made it clear that it was not an attempt to enter the

polling field by the back door. On referendum day, in
spite of only a half-dozen notices in the na.t ion-v;ide
press, the publishers of the Home Nevjs received cueries
from Time, Newsweek, Life, The United States Chamber of
Commerce, and a good assortment of trade pujlishers,
weekly editors, and pressure groups who make it their
business to study that elusive gadget called the Public
Kind.
"Ex-oeriment in Democracy" taught the Home News that
its average reader will take an informed interest in the
North Atlantic ?&ct, or in any great issue facing his
country, if he has an opportunity to ex^.ress that interest,
G-iven a medium (The Experiment) and a challenge (high-
level promotion) he will form an intelligent opinion about
the issues of the hour.
Straight news and interTDreta tive journalism are not
dead, the Home News learned, it's Just a matter of exhuming
the resder.
1. Cantril, Hadley, Crau'-^ing Publi c Oioinion
,
Princeton University "Press, Princeton, 1^47
Pages 170-171
2. Kichelf elder, Vv'illirm F., "Experiment in
Democracy, " The Publ ic Opinion ^.uart erly
,
Vol. 13, No. 3, Page 435 (Fall 1-^4^)
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STAFF I>ISETINii3 AaI) C RITICI3I-I
One of the more immediate steps for a newspaper to
take in closing the gap with its iDublic is the closing of
the gap with its own personnel. This does not mean that
e certain e -orit ^e cor-os does not exist on newspapers, but
too often the stsff is only dimly aware of the problems
being encountered by their fellov.' workers in getting out
the paper.
At regular staff meetings the editors could develop
discussions of news- stories and editorials. Staffmen doing
exceptional vrark could be singled out and "tips" on :overag<
could be extended among the staff. Vrhen staff members are
kept abreast of the'p:lici6s of the "brass", the newspaper
can be better represented by its workers.
Managing editor Carl E, Lindstrom' s sessions for
nev;smen at the Harti'ord Times were inaugurated about three
years ago. The weekly meetings are voluntary.
From the 50- odd nev smen who seize the bait at these
meetings, Moderator Lindstrom gets what he wants, opinion.
"
'.v'ith ooinion", he says, "we can get all our newsmen to wor^
as a team. "Without it, you are more or less working in a
vacuum."
Subjects at the staff lUeetings ere varied, but the
objective remains: to entegrate opinions ani ideas, chink
gaps -^nd broaden the scoT?e of news cover- ge, arouse a

wider public interest in the news, and -olow out Journalistic
ruts. This means gettin:-' fresh idsi s from all corners of
the news org'^nization and from the outside.
These forums, limited to about a half hour, may take thf
form of a ouiz on local history and general knowleda;e of the
city, it may be £ talk by a reporter on some phase of news
coverage, or a give-snd-take session with a Hartford city
official who is willing to say v:hat he 1-kes and dislikes
about the newspaper. At other times the stt-ff is given a
chsnce to straighten out intramural differences at 'gripe
se ssions .
'
The o-^inions end suggestions of the reporters ret a
hearing before Lindstrom, William F. Shea, copy desk chief;
city editor Frank T. Ahearn, snd other city room executives.
Doubts Xbout style, deadlines, news evaluation and Times'
colicy are thra-hed out and new story ideas and sources
srjawned which might never have been born in the daily flurry
of the newnroom.
As has been mentioned, it is extremely valuable for a
newspaper to invite constructive criticis.; from proper
authorities. A paper could invite professors from schools
for journalism for candid discussions on the Toerforraance s of
the raiDer. Ken working in the fields of business, science
and SDorts could be asked to frankly state their views on
coverage. This DDlicy of inviting outside criticism can
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furthermore stimulf te allegiance v;hen It is rec lized that
the -oaper is conscientiously trying to imiDrove itself.
( see apiDendix H)
1. Widem, Allen K., "Round Their Beats,"
Editor and Publisher , Vol. 83, No. 1, Page 48,
(Jan. 7, 1950)
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STRESSING- THZ II'ZA OF SERVICE
There are a number of things vhich csn be sus^ested so
that a newspaper can -present itself to the readers as their
servant. Some, hoviever, are prohibitive because Df the
cost involved. For instance, a neu^-oaper "would very li'iely
\\ant a documentary film made of its i.ctivities for presen-
tation before clubs and groups. Steps like this sre of
immense value, but it is our r>urpose to mention steps more
v.'ithin the financial reach of smaller papers.
It is a common feature of our newspapers^ that they
attempt to satisfy various elements of our society. News-
papers set themselves up -oolitically as Republican,
IndeDendent or Democrat, they mal^e feeble attempts at
siding with different economic classes. Neighboring parts
of a community are regularly treated with a "spread" so as
to heighten that section' s self-identification with the
paper 'a:'d to ring the cash register, of course.) In view
of all this, it is sometimes baffling that our '-ress makes
no attempt to "olay up to one of the strongest ties of
peoole: race or olood relationship. A newsparjer v;hich
could occf slonally (even once a v;ee;:.) devote a -oage or
small section to a nationality would do itself and the
readers a service. A large metro-oolitan parser particularly
could do a notable ^ oh by having a specific day each week
devoted to one or two nationalities.

Nevjspapers elso hold themselves up as masterE of
timing. Editors study calendars, and veeks ahead of time
they often start the -wheels turning on features. It -would
seem then that newspapers should slso be av.are of vhen to
step fon-.'ard end make an allegiance with a reader ( end
also get 8 ne-w subscription.) Y.hen -oeople first move into
a tovjn or city they are often s-we^t ¥iLh :>evjilderment
,
confusion and loneliness. This is vjhe'n the /.ev.spaper
should move. Meny times utility comt)anies have the names
of newcomers and a newspaper can send out a "welcome to
newcoming families" booklet, with local information. This
could be financed by adver'iisers
.
Proper timing should move a paDer forward to the
hospitals. Gomr)limentary co-oies with get-well stickers
Dosted to the front corner for the oedridden patients could
be sponsored by an advertiser, A kinrlness to peonle when
they are in trouble will b£ remembered end loyalty to a
news-oaper cen result from moves of this nature.
When readers renew their subscriotions, a newspaper
cou^d -^ive the::! the or)--ortunity to send in the name of a
non- subscribing frien. . iNeV; spacers have to remember that
not only do they have to build u-o an sllesisnce with their
present reader:, but devices have to be em-cloyed which
reach out and get new resders.
It has been said before in this ^aper that a newspaper
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should elvays try to build u^:- the reader habit. A c.te-r in
this direction is ':he nev;s cuiz. The opportunity for
resders of comparing themselves on scores ^ives a good
inducement to repdin^. l-^etropolitan papers, for exsm"nle,
could use the nev;s "-uiz -when they expand into television.
A device co-mnonly known by newspapers and yet not
freouently used is the guest editorial column. This can be
an ad.nirable V7ay to impress resder: v:ith the idea, that the
newspaper is truly a public foruri.
Co-operation v.ith the local hi^h schools on speakers
for vocational ^-uidance is ap-oreciated by the students and
the schools.
An amateur sna-o-shot page would have high readability.
A newspaper should also try to ali n itself v;ith
comiaunity service organizations by having a member of the
boys club or settlement house send in stories of activities
which ar? o^er t.'I ^ v-- :nter--st to the •'-.'hole co~r.'j'"ity.
In the sa.^o uani.er, teacher- coi re s-oondent s in the sjiail
schools should be encouraged.
^tte'":tion -ettin-j devices such as g mes and tourna-
ments need no .ncn'Lljn here.
At the end Df c year a newspaper could present a cup t( i
the citizen who her: '?e*=" raof.t useful tD the city o-^- co'-p-
.nunlty duri.j ' y-.:!. Tinders co-.^.- s^..i^ i.. n jiainat 1 j
and civic organl-zations would neme a representstive for the

board of judges.
Suc-i^estioiis could be added ad infinitum, but each
should highlight the newsT^aper bei,-^ of service to the
coiTjnunity . Each is es-oeci&lly desirsble v;hen it moves
recders into concerted co-oreration vith the nevspa-cer
.

CO^ICLUSIOK AND 3TFATZ7Y OF AT "ACT
At the beginning of this paper it vjss ?.sserted that
many of the steris to be discussed for closing the gap
would be seemingly small, Ta''^en by itself, any one of the
measures considered can be TDointed to as almost trivial and
yet the very minuteness of the steps and their large number
makes one fully reellze the enormity of the vhole tysli.
There is no overnight solution or rjsnacea. Only over
s long -oeriod of time and only after a whole series of
systematic, cautious movements can the r^ress attfin its
go?l. HDv.'ever, despite the immenscness of the to sk e nd the
minuteness of the individual steps, there are cert. in broad
methods of ?tt£Ck which can be studied.
It hs s been decls-red that the very size of today's
newspapers tends to vjlden the gar) bet- een the ^-ublic end
the -oress. Our newspapers are a big business, in an era
when distrust of bigness is common, the new^^^-rers auto-
matically become ' subject to suspicion. The growth of our
whole economy has therefore been a large factor in bringing
s:out the -^res-nt unfortunr.te ^-ositiDn oT the -nresr: this i
not sayla^: that t-CLi:"ologiColly our pie^e; is in a lauicu-
table position, to the co.itrary, but from the human
relations st'-ndnolnt with the reader, the press is in a
sorry st: te
.
Th-st newspaper -DUblishlng has be com. 15 ousiness is
I

revealed by statistics:
"The trend to-ward the elimination
of competition has continued since
the end of Vforld 1\ar II, despite a
slight increase in the total number
of TDaDers. The number of dailies on
December 31, 19^7 was 1,770, as
comDsred viith 1,7'^'^ three yeers
earlier--a net gain of 26. Of 7^
ne-w -oapers established in this
oeriod, 60 were in communities of
less than 25,000 copulation. ''-»st
of the ne-w dailies were in towns. of
less than 10,000, v.'hich previously
had been served by weeklies.' Only
23 new Dapers were started in cities
that already had dailies. Of the
28 dailies facing competition, 15,
or more than half, already have
suspended tdu olication. In cities
of more than 25,000 -oooulatiori,
only 14 dailies have oeen estaolished
during the la.st three years, whereas
22 have merged or suspended
,
"More striking still, rterhaps,
is the fact that no new daily of
general content and circulation has
been started in a city of more than
200,000 copulation since 1Q41. On
the other hand, two old established
dailies-- the Philadelphia Record and
the Seattle Star-- susnended Toublication
in 1947 alone. The tendency is still
toward fewer and bigger papers in the
metropolitan centers, with new dailies
appearing only in the smaller cities
and surviving only under non-competitive
conditions.' ^
The effect of all this has been tv:o-fold: in becDraing a
big business, the new spape rs h:::.ve come to reflect the big
business attitudes of their fellow industrial giants and a
a conseouence of this, the people have felt the loss of a
means of expression.

It has often been said that this big business outlook
of the nev.'spapers is the fault of the publishers v;ho
freo.uently have not viorked up through the nev;spaper ranks
but have steooed in at the tor after financial success in
some straight business endeavor. Truly the gap between the
Dublic and the press has three causes: economic or socio-
logical forces, the attitudes of the publishers and the
daily actions of the working ne-wspapermen. It is v;ell to
draw a distinction betv.'een the latter two, the employer
and the employee. The working newspaperman is often of a
completely different breed from the publisher. The staff-
man on the newspaper brings into Journalism s.n entirely
different outlook than does the publisher, Ebwever, the
employee can suffer s-n indirect influence. To 8. certain
extent this paper has dvielt more on the activities of the
working newspaperman who probably can do only a limited
amount in closing the gap. Sociological forces hsve not
been touched ucon and little has been said about the
publishers. It is with the publishers, however, that
perhaps the greatest amount of work can be done to close
the gap. Action .:y ou^lishers can also counteract the
sociological forces which divide the press and the public.
"In the last analysis the question
of freedom limps home and settles
down on the doorstep of ownership.
The readers can boil with discontent,
but their immediate influence upon
the newspaper of today is bound to
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be tents tive. The working staff can
glow with good resolutions, tout in
the end. fulfillment depends not only
UDon the limitations of human frailty,
but oa the intangible atmosphere whose
chief in^gredient^is the attitude of
ownership.
Is it Dossible? Can newspaper
owners so frr subordinate their
prooerty stake as to serve the oeor)le
rather than a class? Vihether the
press survives as a vital instrument
of democracy will der^end u-non the
wisdom .--^nd temner of ito owners.
Theirs it is to :^^ecide whether they
shall rise above selfishness or
remain representatives of wealth
and economic oower; whether they
shall fi;ht the people's battles
against special Interests or fight
the TD€OT^le for the interests;
whether they shall administer a
trusteeshio or exoloit s orivilegc. 2
Thus it is clear that because the gap between our
press and the -eoole has been caused to a lar^rre degree by
the newspapers ecoming big ousiness, it is only logical
that in closing the gap, great imrjetus csn be given by the
one who represents bi-- business on the newsDaoer: the
oubli sher
.
It has been said that the rjublisher associates only
with those of his own fin?ncirl cl?ss, and thpt therefore
the editorial policy of his newspaper is h?rdly re-resentc—
tive of all classes in a community.
VirTinius Dabney states that this can be corrected
only when ther= is a .u-jIc er.Li:htened and Less obstruction-
ist Ettitude on the p^xrt of the rublisher and only when the

editorial page is dedicated to ell the neor^le . He calls
for a rsnewed emphasis UDon the importance of the
editorial page with more money and talent being allotted
to it.^
In this paper the development of a program for youth-
ful readers has continually been stressed. In this "w-y,
the -oress begins a grass-roots movement for the under-
standing of its role in our society. Services offered to
teachers in any of a multitude of forms can bring about
the :.e sired influence. Any oooortunity to be of service
to school children, from the nev/sboys to the small hildrer
in the minor grades, should be eagerly seized by the press.
Go-ODerstion and planning v.'ith the schools can oe
carried up to the college level where newsoapers, in trying
to rsisc the standards of the men entering the. journalism
field, should insist on .r.inimum courses being offered for
those .....ping to enter journalism.
In an effort to minimize, not cure, the evils possible
under one-man control of t:.c- news-oa-oer and to give somevhat
more freedom to the actual nev;sv;riters snd editors th-i^m-
selves, voluntary schemes vhereby emrloyees may accuire a
share in o^-mershiD - nd control should continuously be
sur,Dorted. This does not change the fundamental de-oendence
of the newspaoer uoon business (advertising) b.t it is a
ster> in the right direction.
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Another suggestion for extending freedom of the press
to those groups now largely suppressed would be through the
establislnnent of endowed newspapers and newspaprs subsidized
by philanthropic, educational, labor, and consumer groups. It
is admitted, that such newspapers would each show the taint
of its sponsors, but the important thing, is not so much to
have newspapers of no bias, as to assure that they will not
4
all have the same bias. (see Appendix I )
All of these considerations, in broad outline, would
tend to counteract the sociological foi»ces toward monopo-
listic impersonal bigness, the attitudes of publishers and
the irresponsible actions of working newsmen.
In conclusion it can be said that those editors who are
doing some honest soul- search! a .3 deserve commendation.
Certainly if our newspapers are to change for the better,
individual open-mindedness and self criticism are to be
oreferred before externa.1 governmental measures or an internal
Dies committee.
Faced with the competition of the newsmagazines tieing-in
the news, the fast bulletins of radio and the visual immediacy
of television, our newspapers will have to seek a middle gsround ,
More interpretation and knowledge of the past in newsstories,
with better selections of facts and a restraint in crying
"Volf " in multiple editions will help immeasurably in the
restoration of the public's confidence.
Before publishers Jubilate over circulation figures they

should, take a sl^eptlcal, long, hard look at the paper as a
newspaper. Above all, they should try to ascertain a news-
paper's effect on its readers. For in the future, despite what
publishers, editors and newsmen may think of a newspaper, it
can only be said that the paper is great when it is recognized
by the readers as being great, 'v-.'feen respect and allegiance
come from the people, the press can feel it is fulfilling its
proper function.
1. Nixon, Raymond 3., "implications of the
Decreasing Numbers of Competitive Newspapers"
Communications in Ilodern 3ociety « University
of Illinois Press, Urbana, 1948 (Page 43)
2. Lasch, Robert, "For a Free Press," The
Atlantic Monthly
.
Vol.174, NO.l (Page 39)
3. Dabney, Virginius, "I'.'hat' s '.'rong "Viith News-
paper Editorials?" The Saturday Review of
Literature , Vol. XXVIII, No. 3, Page 7
(Feb. 24, 1945)
4. Vance, Earl L., "Freedom of the Press For
Yhom?" The Virfl;inia ^.uarterly Review. Vol 21,
No. 3, Summer 1945 (Page 340)
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APPSITDIX A
The gap betijeen the -oeorle vni. the -cress has been
discussed at various times and has received some thoughtful
attention. In the June 1944 Journalism Quarterly, was
published an article entitled "The Press Must Act To Meet
Postwar Re s-Donsibility, " by Edward L. 3ernays.
The article dealt with stated policies of American
newspapers and how they practice them; the attitudes of the
public toward the TDress; the issues that the public
considers to be important; and recommendations on public
relations for the daily press. It '-ointed out that danger
signals existed for the American press. From an intenore-
tation of authoritative surveys, it sugsested that the
press has failed to gain the broad -oublic acceptance which
its function in a democracy deraands--the function of a
disseminator of accurate, comulete and unbiased news and
an inst- urnent of social leadership. It concluded that,
unless steps were taken to remedy this condition, not only
does the Dress stand to suffer, but the progress of the
nation itself mic^ht be imoeded.
The article evoked considerable nublic interest, in
this country anc] in England. In this country, reprints of
the article were sent for comment to a number of leading
DUblishers fnd editors of daily newspapers and to educators,
business men, and nrofessional men. Some 500 responses werr

received from these key fisures in American life, '.vith one
exception, the resrondents supT:orted the -oosition taken in
the article. The observations ranged from alarm at the
existing iDroblem to confidence in a satisfactory solution.
In September 19^5, the Journalism T.uarterly printed
some of the 5C0 comments received. Those presented v/ere
selected because they were tyioical, constructive, informa-
tive or interesting. They v.'ere given anonymously ?nd a few
are given below. Where comments come from newspaper
publishers or editors, they have been so identified.
"Basically it is our greatest problem. "--editor.
"Facts and attitudes disclosed. .. .are very fiscuieting
"....ought to be read by every editor and Duolisher.
It clarifies thinking pad focuses attention sharply upon a
situation that lately has been taking on dim outlines in
the minds of many of our Journalistic leaders. ''--editor and
publisher.
"You let the newspapers off with a very light dose of
the medicine they really need."
"I think you let us fellows off pretty light . "--pub-
lisher .
Commercial considerations were bluntly criticized:
"The organization of the American cress on a big
business scale makes it all the more im-^-ortant that its
social conscience should be at the same time both sensitive

and fearless, if it is to enjoy the trust of the American
people .
"
"Their interests are so linked vjith big business they
are not joing to represent most of the "ceople unless they
have a resl change of viewpoint."
"As long as peorle believe that nev-'spapers are run
nrimarily to 'make money,' there v.ill be little confidence
in them."
"...make a bunch of publishers, most of whom are
making money, realize that they are on the ^^rong track and
do something to re-establish the confidence of the people
in them, "---cubli sher.
"Many of the nractices to v;hich ve object have come
about because the publication of a nevispaper is becoming
more and more a 'business' and less and less a 'profession"
Ours is "orimarily a profession vith the need of a lot of
money cha.ngers being driven from the temple. And i^e'll be
a lot better when "we really reach for the stars and mean
it . "---publisher.
The TDublic' s confidence in the press vras also touched
on:
"I know of no business or social institution that has
lost the confidence of the American i^eople in general, and
more deservedly, in the last generation, than the public
pre ss . "
—
publisher.
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"The press has ap-oarently ''oeen largely unconscious of
this shift in public confidence and has done very little
to combat it."
"Publishers, .. Is ck any capacity \-:hatsoever for self-
criticism. .. they don't want to reform. , . that is, if they
h£ve to face the fact s . "--editor
.
"..stress rather more the newspapers actually doing
their job so as to deserve loeorle's confidence, and some-
what less their nublic relations to tell people what a
good job they are doing. It appears Lincoln v.c s still
right about 'You can't fool all the people ...' That is what
seems to have csught ut? v;ith the newspaper£--snd that is
the reason for my comment above . "--editor.
The -oublic relations for newspapers were discussed:
"I am deeply concerned and interested in Dreserving
the efficacy of the press. Powerful forces for oclfish
reasons seek to smear its character and the sad part is
that ye do hav^ weaknesses that make us vulnerable. So it
is vital to stress these unselfish iiigh idesls of public
service and awaken before it is too late . . . "--publi sher.
"Until it changes its basic rolicy and works ecuitably
for the interests of the lover income groups as well, all
the Dubllc relations technirues th?t have been developed
will not r.v^il to restore confidence in the -cress."
"I ....... , ondering if we shouldn't give some thought £s

to v;heth6r the 'gar' is "oetveen the platforms of nev:sp£.pers
and rDubllc acceptance of them as you say, or betv-een the
rlatforms : nd the nev; s-capers' TDractlce of them. . .Daily
oerformance is the proof of the -oudding . "--editor.
"...the nevi STjapers have a selling job to do..."
"^v'ith a -oroper sense of modesty and ^ood tsste, we
tell our people from time to time something of vhat we are
doing in th^ nature of public service .. .we do not stress
sufficiently such disinterested public service as v.'e
render. " . . . --publisher.
As Kr. Bernays adds in conclusion, "Ce-teinly, these
responses indicate an awareness of the problem by leaders
of newsps.psrs and other sectors of our society."
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APPENDIX 3
"Some learned critics consider sensationalism in crime
reporting one of the gravest sins of the oress, and they
Vv'ould benish crime nevs, ss the Christian Science Monitor
does, except v/hen it clearly affects the public v.-elfare.
"That is an unrealistic attitude. Besides giving a
false -nicture of life in the community, crime news sup-
TDression gives an unvjholesome aurs of secret vice to be-
havior which after all is Dretty normal in most com-
munities. In the last analysis, news begins and ends with
individuals. True, Americ&n Journalism often over-
emphasizes and sensationalizes the adventures of certain
gaudy "oeoDle. Yet these adventures should be reported, as
sn element in the human comedy, -orovided accuracy and a
sense of proiDortion are maintained,
"Crime reDorting end court stories often ere jazzed up
to the r)oint of falsehood, 3y sticking strictly to facts,
it is possible to tell the duoIIc what it wants to know
without ex-nloiting individuals. Thst doesn't mean that a
TDaper should ignore the public's interest in gossipy news.
The first recuisite of any oaper is that it be read. If it
is too heavy, too self-righteous, it won't be. V.'hat should
be emphasized is better rerorting, imaginative and in-
genious story-telling, succinct and lively writing. Local
reporting has sunk, in recent years, to &. mechanical level

of nerformance . Reporters should be encours.se.d to get out
of the routine channels in v.'hich their efforts are so
severely restricted."
1. Svirskj^, Leon (Editor) Your Ae-wspaper , (3y
Nine Nieman Fellows, 19^5-45) The Kacmillan Co.
New York 19-^7 Page 4?.
i
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"The first recuireaent of narrative style is the
s."bility to cut the res.der into the midst of what is "cein^
described. Style is a vjay of v;ritin,5 that makes convincing
in its o^vn ri;:ht, what v.oulc othen-.-ise be merely recog-
nizable. If the lournalist should write in such a as
to convey to readers something of the tragedy of the comedy
of human affairs, wringing some human insight out of these
multifarious incident? so that the reader not only sees what
he already \ne\i or a'-''mits authentic what he did not know,
but sees simultaneously what he knew and what he never saw
before, recognizes the reporter's picture in the li^lit of
his deepest, hslf- intuitive knov.'ledge of what man' s experi-
ence is and cen be--then he has /iioved from lournalism into
art
.
1
1. Daiches, -i-avid A Study of Literature For
Readers end Critics
,
Cornell University Press
Ithace
,
New York

APPEKDIX D-1
In brief Schramm' s studies on nev.'s stories report the
followi
(1} A nev,s story loses readers rapidly in the first
fev; ^arsgraphs. Theresfter, the curve of the loss flattens
out. If the recder sets p^ st the lead end the first fev
additional facts, he is a good bet to finish the story. On
the average, a story loses five percent of its readers afteih
the first par:- graT^h; another five percent at the end of the
second -oaragraph. T\io out of IC resders Mho be^in a story
will fall out by the fifth paragrar^h.
The rate of loss is higher for large dailies, lower
for weeklies. For example, only four out of IC readers vho
begin a story in a Isrge daily ordinarily get as far as the
tenth TDaragra-oh.
(2) The smaller the paper and the less its frecuency
uv to once a v/eek, the more likely it is to hold readers
throu::hout a story. A vieekly sppears to hold its readers
better than a dtily, & small daily better thsn a Isrge
daily. A v:eekly will lose one out of 10 readers in the
first five paragraphs: b smsll daily, two out of ten. 3ut
a large city daily will lose half its resders by the sixth
parsgra-ch.
(3) In gener?!, the longer the i^tory, the- smrller
nror^ortion of it is likely to be read, snd the faster it
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loses readers.
(4) The avera^re individual seems to read betv-'een a
third and a fourth of the tot&l nevs content of c- paper.
If he reads a "weelily, he reads, on the average, about twice
as large a "oro-nortion of the ne\.'s coxitent as he v/ould resd
in a daily.
(5) High initial readership is no guarantee that
readers will st.?y longer with the story or read a l.-^rger
pro^;Drtion of it.
(:) Greater stylistic readability seems to encoursg®
greater reading.
( 7 ) A feature style story see:i.s to ho Id re s de r better
the.n a strai:-:ht news type of story .
(5) Skip-^ing a story to another page is not so bed fo:'
re'dership as h£ s com .only 'zeen su-cDOsed. Most of the
readers vjho are going to leave the story heve already left
by the time they come to the skip. A skip seems to lose
about one third of the readers vjho are still reading when
they come to the skip.
(9) There is enough evidence in this study to warrant
re-examini>^ * ^-^'.e -c-e rub-be'-d'^, bold-ffce ^pr-^r^^hs,
and stars to or=ak a story. There is 2ome indicotion
that these devices actually operate as convenient signs of
1
storif^ina: -ol^ces.

Pinkerton, V-'illiam I-I., A Reviev; Cf V.'lllDur Schramm
^Tieman Keriorts
,
(Arr-il 11^)
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APPENDIX D-2
Rudolf Flesch sreaks somevvhS't more colorfully:
"No-w let' s loo-i at nev-'SDsiDer reports. They start with
an antique: th^ typical nev:s lead is a Civil '„'ar relic. In
those days the telegraph wasn't too reliable and war corre-
STDondents invented a writing technique that made the story
look comDlete even if the wire service broke down in mid-
stream. This is the famous "-".-'leGd: it tells Vrho, o'hat,
'.'hen, Vhere, and v.hy in the ooening paragrar)h, then starts
all over attain end tells \\ho, What, V7hen, V.'here, and V.'hy
in the next courle of t5arar:raphs, then retraces its ste-os
and xoes into more details aoout ',.l\.o, Wha.t, Vnen, "'her=r,
and '-Vhy, and so on and on in a vicious circle.
"I'Tewspanermen csll it a tly the invert ed-TDyramid
formula. But they stil^l js, it every day; and now thst bed
wire service isn't a good excuse &ny more, they rationalize
some other way. For instance, they say this method is easy
on the copyreader who v.ants to save soace : he simnly
snitches the tail end off the inverted pyra.Lid and the stoiy
still looks ints.ct. True; but that would be a ^ood reason
for writing shorter stories rather than for croviing every-
thing into one sentence st the top. Does this sort of
thing -cut the reader in the frame' of mind for reading on?
It does not. It -jt- him in the frame of mind for stopTDing
right then an:, thcx-c ^.nd goin~, on to the next item.
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Studies have shown that newspaper readers have e hahit of
nibbling at stories rsther than reading them. Probably our
C ivll-^'ar ty^e lead sentence is the main reason.
"Xore and more or^enings now sinnDly point out the sig-
:'-if icance of the story and "oreDare the reader' s mind for
details to coEie .
"Psychologically speaking, the opening should interest
the --^--"Gr, -rc^-^- his inind -^o" v:hat'i3 Toing to follow,
but not .:iive away the Sxiow.- ihe standarc letter opening is
dull, the standard news lead spills the beans, and the
stsndard short story beginnln-; is an arbitrarily dra,:ged-in
chunk of dialogue. And this in spite of the fact that
every subject contains material for a good beginning; a
striking- fact, a vivid Quotation, a question to the reader--
anything that v. ill s<^rve to transform an indifferent
stranger into an interested reader.
f
"a'herever you can, Tresert e series of events 'n
chrOi:iO logical order: - r " . - . i:: -tj.-^ tj tell,
follow at least the most nt^tural de v/elooment of the subject,
"If you ion' t csrry sim^lification too far into Drimer
ztyl-
,
your oi: . ^..'...^.^ js.ly ctay with yo^, _ .
you'll get more of the same kind; i^nd they'll read you
faster, enjoy it more, understand better, and remember
longer. Every single ono oT these r.tr:tement3 cm be r-roved
by scientific evidence. The simple £tylc--the 3..jle that

meets scientific tests of readaoility--i:: the classic stvle
1
of '^res.t literature."
1. Fie sell, Rudolf, The Arjt of Readable 7:ri tinr,
Harper and Brothers, New York, 19^9, (Page 43)
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APPENDIX E
"The -wire services, sene rally sneaking, write and edit
their news in a manner approved oy their large city clients,
And the large city nev;spaper is in comoetit ion vith its
rivals for street sales. The emphasis is on the spot devel-
opment, the new lead, the lend-sll bulletin--anythin3 that
vjill make a ^C)':n.'ciev headline to help sell a copy to the man
hurrying o: on the sidewalk. This tyoe of wire reporting
is admirable for its speed. It is Dunchy, terse, and
interesting. As far as it -oes it is usually r-ccurate.
But it often ;-,ives c~ fragmentary - nd unconnected account of
the story behind the spot development. It lends itself to
the sc^^e headline. The rsa-''er h?s difficulty in reaching
z) fai^ aroraisal of its ti'-ni j.,^i„.j l t;.iice
.
"The American people are thirsty for the news oehind
the nev's. They are hungry for n intelli j-ent understanding
or re'r-l .Lfeiv.nin^ ..^aind tL.^; _ L-K-ir-e.i.iin^-, an^ cjzzling
develooments on the world front. They want to know not onl]
what ha-D-cened but why it hao-oened and what it will mean.
And that, I thin^., accounts for the immense pooularity of
the news magazines, !or there an atternot is made to gather
UD the loose ends of the spot news and weare it into an
understandable ^- t':-rn.
"Ojr editoiial writers are too prone to view with
alarm and shoot from the hip. On smaller dailies the man

assigned tj handling editorials is generally too busy for
extu.ustive research. There is the temDtation to draw dire
editorial conclusions from five-line oulletias. Too many
editorial v;riters direct their shots at distant t^r^ets
because they fear the "cickb&c. calendered by stroii^
torials on subjects close to home. Yet the distant edi-
torial 3 are often -'^reduced hurriedly s.nd b-= sed uoon insuf-
ficient information.
1. -Tone 3, Jenkin Lloyd, "Historians Or Jitter-
Dugs?" ITieman Reports . Vol. 3, ^To . 1,
Page 5, (Jan, 1949)
!
APFE:a)IX F
"Competent nev?s reporting and writing is becoming
more and more denendent u -on specialization in the "big
newsrooms and nevs 'oureaus--a science expert, : union labor
expert, a foreign affairs expert, a farm news expert, £.nd
so on. Any reoorter, in these days of high -oressure urooa-
ganda, government and otherv.-ise, ou3ht to try to 'inov; as
much about a subject s the people who de?,l with it all the
time
.
"And what of the editor who cannot cossible be a
specislist in everything and yet has an array of specialist
reporting to him? I asked this question of one of the most
co -ipetent Associated Press editors I '^now . He replied:
"The editor- caa be the public's specialist. For the
public be can window snd relate the products of his
STDecialist writers end reporters. Me can su^rly foous for
those of his staff who need the benefit of a broad view.
He can sift the important from the trivial and arrange in
readable order the endless stream of new facts. The editor
can trt.in &nd employ personnel--hi3 experts--to maximum
advantage. "Vi'atching the whole scene, he can help reporters
spot the news they might other-wise overlook. Countless
stories have been lost because reportr .--^ h - ve lacked the
intelligence and background to inspire confidence and ask
the proper questions. It is astonishing how blind a

reporter spscl&list often ''oscomas to nei;s outside his
snecialty. If oae ri-corter csn't ^et a story, --another
often ctn, just a few hours later. If the editor kno'WE his
staff, and any good editor should, he'll know whom to
assign to ^et that elusive yarn and just why that man is
l"'
needed.
"
1. Killer, Paul, "The A2C Of News Coverase,"
I\ ieman Re -ports. Vol. 3, ITo . 1, Page 19,
(Jan. 1949)

APPE^IDIX G
"But the great trouble with the Times front oage lies
much deeper than tyr.ography: It is made utd according to a
false theory of nevjs. In this, as in most of its other
flaws, the Times is no more culpable than many other
American newspapers.
"The best news ,1udgment of the news-naper' s staff,
writes an editor of the Times, in The Newspaper, Its
Xaking and Its Meaning, 'will concentrated on the make-
up page one. On it will be displayed the news that the
editors think most significant and important to its readers
....The flow of news is never even.... so a story may find
itself decorating page one one day that would be inside on
another.' This blandly unconscious statement, written with
true Times felicity could hardly be im'croved on. G-ranted
that the imrortant news should be on -oage one, the question
arises: ira-oortsnt in relation to whet? To the continuity
of the news? Or to the other news of thct particular day?
The former would seem the more valid criterion; we don't
evaluate each day separately, as though we were newborn
that morning, but rather we fit its events into a re-
membered continuum of past days. A fetishist of the im-
medirte mirht be fascinated by the special physiognomy of
today, but i^iji^ aormal rccders loresumably don't change
their opinion of, say, the opening of dog show just because

a iDaucity of nev.s that particular morning has msde it
relatively important. Since 'the flov of news is never
even,' this inflation of minor items must often take olace
if the one-day- only criterion of importance is used.
Nevertheless, it is T^rscisely this absurd criterion that
the Times, like other American dailies, does use in making
up its front r^ase.
"The result is confusin.3. Often it takes a scholarly
investigation to discover i^hat, if anything, of im-oortance
has haDnened-- though one might think an eleT.entsry
-^"unction
of a front Dage would be to make this clear at t glance.
The confusion comes from the fact that the editors of the
Times use one criterion of importance ( this-dsy-only ) while
the readers use another (many-days)
.
"The difficulty is a theoretical, indeed a philo-
sophical, one. Although their paper is ironically named
the Times, the editors are insensitive to time, v.'hich in a
Journalist is like a -oiano tuner' s being slightly deaf.
Their "thi s-day-only" criterion of im-^ortance is really a
timeless concept, since it ll^'tr each day out of the
context of preceding days and treets it as a separate
entity, to be fitted into a rigid tv.-elve- slot formula.
"V.Tnat is needed is a theory of the front page which
will be just the reverse of that of the Times--one that wil
allow the everchanging stream of events to reshape the
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layout each day. This means above all flexibility: a
layout that will 'breathe.' contract ing anl expanding as
required to fit each day' s different needs, one that v;ill
shout about bis things and v:hisper about small things, one
that viill make clear the continuity of ne\^s.
"This could be done in various \v'ays. Here is one:
The import snt nev:s (over many days, not this day only)
could be treated the way the whole front page is now
treated: each story played uo by itself vjith emphatic
headlines. This section could extend as far down the page
as the Quantity and ruality of such news justifies. Some
days, the whole page might bs s^ven to it; other days, there
might be no really imr^ortant. news, in which case there
would be no bi^ headlines at all; on the average, such news
would perhaps fill the top hal^ of the front cage. The
rest, typographically distinct ?nd separated by a white
space or a line, is devoted to the lesser news stories.
These are deoartmentalized ; each story has its own head-
line, but the stories are grouped according to subject
instead of being, as is now the practice, strewn through
the Daper according to some esoteric whim of the layout
man. There are two kinds of derjartraent s : the vener&l, or
DermEnent, ones, such as the news weeklies now have; and
ad hoc heading's to mark siDeci?.! events that develop over
many days ('Hiss Trial,' 'Tito vs. Stalin,' etc.)
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These department hes.din^s could be tyTDO^raphlcslly bold
and simple--perhaDS a reverse-plats block; they should be
fla^s stuck up to ;-£uide the reader through the nev;s
columns. Their aim, and the aim of the deoartments them-
selves, would be to lui, <.t it easier for esch reader to find
the special to^Acs he is interested in, instead of having,
as is novv' the case, to re = d every headline in the oaper
and to rustle through every page to make sure he is not
missing something.
"This layout vould em-cha size
.
instead of concealing,
the continuity of the nevjs.
"The present Times layout conceals, in shDrt, the tvjo
main charccteristics of the nev;s: change snd continuity.
The rigid front page can-^.ot expand or contract enough to
fit the eve r'- changing flox-j of nev;s. The isolation of each
day's installment of s many-day story breaks the continuitv-
that ties events together; the -oror/osed treatment would
1
reveal this continuity."
1. :-:acDonald, Dvjight, "One Kan's Poison" The
Reporter , Vol. 2, I"o . ^, (Feb. 14, 1-5C)
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APPENDIX K
"if there is one institutional disease to v.'hich the
media of mass coiiununication seem -oErt icularly subject, it
is a nervous recction to criticism. As a student of the
mass media I have been continually struck and occasionally
puzzled by this reaction, for it is th? medis themselves
which so vigorously defend principles guaranteeing the
ri;^ht to criticize.
"Nov; this is not the occasion to attim^t a complete
exploration of the roots of this nervousness. But certain!
one part of the explanation is that criticism :f the. mass
media is not recognized as s formal and legitimate field of
intellectual endeavor. Consequently, the critics sre
suspect: they are thou^rht of usually either as persons
airing a pet peeve or selling a pet scheme. The obvious
contrast here, of course, is "with the Khole fielc of
literary and art criticism.. Vhere there is such b traditio
of criticism, and v.he re there are persons vho make it their
profession to develop and apply standards of judgment, book
reviews and critic! sn-is of art exhibitions sre greeted vith
a calm sobriety much like the response to a weather fore-
cast. 3ut for rare instances, they ar- not the occasion
for nervous 'yi^teria or bitter recrimination.
"Thus til, oro-'leui se^ms to be one of finding v^ays to
make such criticism more bearable both for those v^ho offer
y
n
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it and for those ^ho receive it. It is my feeling that
on. i
very effective v-ay of doing this ^vould be to re.vularize an<
.
formalize the role of criticism in the management of mass
media.
"I \iould start with the section v;hich v;ould be most
acceTDtable, --how the mass media, the newspaper and the
local radio station, im-orove conditions in the community
through vigilance, throu^^h criticism, snd through crusades
Vhile ve are most concerned v.'ith criticism of the mass
media, this criticism by the media is part of the total
TDicture, and therefore must be considered.
"The psychological advantages of starting your dis-
cussion of criticism in this \^ay should be clear. It is
easier to encourage o^en discussions of criticism the
industry is in a position to throw bricks rather than to
be hit by them.
"i'hen you might turn to the opposite tyre of
criticism: that leveled against the mass media by
res-ected intellectuals end liberals.
"3o f:r T have assumed, ii-^-lioity if not explicitly,
that v.'e know exactly what their ^.:or o.:.jecti3n2 „ -he
mass media are; that we -now the ways in which they con-
sider the raedi' -^-r-erou- or> v^^^ful. Actually this is
not the case; we h^ve only i.t..-. v.gue
impressions and
feelings. It is quite lii'portant, therefore to undertake
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researches on such 'uestions ?. s the follovln;-:: IIov much
criticism is there actually? Tov.ar-d what STDscific aspects
or features of the mass media is it directed? How much of
it is documented in a way which would leed us to believe
that it is Justified?
"So far we have talked about the criticism of the
community by the mass media, and the criticism of the mass
media by the intellectuals of the community. J^t v.hit
about the remainder of the community, the 70 or 75 per cent
who could pass any FBI loyalty test without difficulty?
"Do we ' sive the peo-ole whst they want' or do we
believe that there are experts who linow the best balance
for the total supply which the mass media "orovide? It is
not too difficult to su^^^est an answer. Obviously, we do
not want magazines and radio proG^ams in this country to
drive audiences aws-y. 3ut almost no one wojld propose thai
the media be b^sed on the lowest common denominator;
publishers and broadcasters havc a cultural re soox" sibllity
,
Their business is affected by public interest. Thus the
best solution would be to hsve mass media aim ^ust slii-:htlj
a'oove what would be the simplest level ct any ti^.e. In
this way, we shall have a general acceptance of media
content, as well as a slow, systematic intellectual rrosre^s
to v.'hlch tht medlt. tiii-uio-;^ I - c ^ w'lll Contribute.
"How do the mass media treat each other? Current
iI
developments in the mass meT^ia make this question an inter
e sting one. The nevjspapers have alv;ays felt that it v;as
their special privilege to advise and regulate the other
media. They have, of course, printed book reviev/s from th
very beginning of their publication. 3ut as movies and
radio became more estsblished media, newspapers began to
include movie reviews and columns of radio criticism.
Somehow the newspapers seem always to' have known what was
;:ood for the other media. But this flow of criticism has
become less one-sided in recent months. CSS now hps a'
15-minute program criticizing the press. The ITew Yorker
magazine published Lieblihg' s articles on nev:spapers.
Slowly, th£n, the nev: 9:v7.v:evs are being made to taste their
own medicine. 3ut the- is nothing like a balance as yet:
the bulk of criticism still flows from the newspapers." ~
1. Lazarsft^ld, Fcul . . ""'is Role of Criticism
in the Management of Kass Media", Journal i sm
Quarte rly, Vol. 25, -'o. 2 Page 115 (Junel'^4!
Ik
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APPENDIX I
"The present confusion in jur thinking about frseiom
of the oress grows out of a pooular misconception that onlj
Soverninent can menace freedom. Historically, freedom h&.s
been as often menaced by other povjerful 3roup3--th6 church,
feudal lords, the aristocracy, industrialists, or even the
•oroletariat—as by -overnment. In the U.S. the battle for
freedom of the press, concei\red as a 'ri^hL of .^1 Ll^^.^-i-x:^,.,
is no longer primarily a battle to ^rest more such freedom
from government. It is to make freedom of the vress more
of a reality for the avera^^e citizen, v;ho do^:: .0:
cannot own a newspaper, by curbing the increasing monocoly
of this ri :-ht by an ever smaller number of corporations and
individuals who, as owners, enjoy the only real freedom of
the press today.
"Owner shir of a newspaper does not differ in any
significant partluul r from ownership of any other commercl
enterorise, which means among other things that a newspaper
must be rofitable as a financial venture. This, in turn,
means that its " jlicy in selecting sn"^ rresenting
news must take profits into account, and thc^t it must ::ilso
take into account generally the bias, opinions, and interet
of the owner. This is merert t-:.io,.: it is simrjly the
nature of all ownership.
"Vihile there ' othing singular about newspapers oeii
^1
ts
'6

:rlvsts o'jsln-css, there is cause foi'- coacern atiout busin6s|p
having a uionopolv on a natioii' s sources of infonnation.
The reason is not that business is sijiister. Konopoly of
the oress by rny sroup--by labor or by ,'-;o\rernment no less
thc.i'i by ousia^3S--is the one thin-- that freedom cannot
endure. Yet monopoly--monopoly in general and by business
in particular--is precisely the one most characteristic
feature of the daily press in America today.
"The nature of the nev:spaper industry renders it
peculiarly the handmaiden of business. Business is what
the newspaper has to sell, the source of its own -orjfits,
the one main reason for its existence as a commercial
enterprise. If it v.ill not or cannot sell business to the
nublic, it siraoly cannot exist. It could not offend or
flout business and survive as a co.upetitive commercial
enterprise. The very nature of commercial journalism
compels it to become the mouthpiece of business,
'*3ut monopoly by business is not all; there are also
monopolistic trends in the newspaper industry itself today
that are Incre- singly menacing to any real freedom of the
press.
"The trend toward fewer and larger newspapers is only
hslf the story. The trend is also toward fewer owners of
those that remain.
"Fnere in all this, may now ask, is there the sort
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of freedoiii of the oress for the averase citizen that must
have been envisased by the Foundinf; Fathers, who knew the
press only as the small independent
-/oice of edit or-ovmers
;
"The largest groups whose interests and views lack
adequate expression in the oress tod. y are labor, consumer;,
and the general public--precisely as one would exoect in a
busines-- -
-ntrolled r^ress, because their interests are
often opposed to the immediste and apparent interests of
busine ss
.
"The one-time picture of the newspaper as the pro-
tagonist of the inarticulate masses, guarding the general
welfare against designing and powerful usurpers, has
become increasingly dubious. '.Vhen the interest of the
public is pitted against that of a powerful business, it is
the business interest that newspapers must usually champior
or they must keer silent. Even in the realm of politics,
where traditionally the press was regarded as the not-too
loyal op-QOsition, ever ready to expose the tyranny of power
and speak out for the people, this is no longer true. Here,
too, the -;rb3s is usually on the side of the big uioney.
"Journalism,' said Sir '.fillmott Lewis of the London
Times, 'is the greatest unsolved problem of democr-cy.'
The problem is th- -^'-^ious contradiction between a 'free'
press and a press that is, ?fter all, not free but owned,
as any other property is owned. Democracy, postulating a

free source of information, a free floAv of opinion, finds
the flov: always must cass through private preserves where
It can be dammed. But for the government to attempt to
break this l0;3-jam, to control the rre ss--means the end o
democracy Itself. "Resolvln^^ this dilemma v'ill not be eas
but it is time for us to begin." ^
1. Vance, Earl L., "Freedom of the Press for
vnaom?" The Virginia Quarterly Review,
Vol. 21, No. 3, Summer 19^6, Page 3^0
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